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Celebration in Clovis

Three-Da- y

:

iMeiA Week

O
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LIGHT RATES

NINE TO

HIKED
HANNA TO SPEAK
IN CLOVIS OCTOBER 18

E

HFPEH3JERE 0CT.1B

Judge

Veteran of National and American
Leagues will Play Exhibition Cama with Locali

Raise Will. Bo Felt When Octobor
Bills are Paul, in November.
Will Amount
to $1,000.

Clovii baseball funs will have an
opportunity to ice gome famous stars
of the big leagues in action when the
"National-Americaplay
Wo on October 18th. The veterans,
undi r the manaKcmcnt of L. J.
will play an exhibition game
with a team selected from eastern
Now Mexico, according to Dr. G. C.
Goodwin.
The visitors have been
asked to supply a buttery, two
and two outfielders for the local
learn, and the game is slated as a
W. H. DUCKWORTH
good one.
Anionic the sUrs that will appear
are: Schmidt, PittuburRh, catcher;
pitchers, Rixley, Meadows, and Hub-bel- l, CLOVIS CITIZEN IS
Phillndelphia;
and
Odoud
"Speed" Martin, Cubs; Inf Udders,
Panlctte and Rnwlings, Philadelphia ;
Maranville of Bvton and Tierney of
Pittsburgh; outfielders, Bob Muiuel W. H.
Duckworth Selected by Repubof the "Yanks" and "Irish" Muesel
licans for Lieutenant Gov
Philadelphia.
and Stenttul of
araor of Stata

At a meeting of the City Council
Monday night an increase of 25
wus voted in the light rates in Clovis.
The increase, which is effective October 1st, will be payable in Novem
ber, when the October accounts are

n
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Hanna,

Democratic
nominee for governor of New
Mexico, will speak in Clovis on
the night of October 16th, In
thq afternoon of the same day
he will address the voters at
Tcxico. Judge Hanna is a fluent
talker and will really bring the
biggcBt message to the voters
that they will get durinlp the
campaign.
The speaking will
likely be held In tho Mfch school
auditorium.

payable
The present rate is 13V& centj per
kilowatt hour and the ncrease will
bring the rate up to 10.7 cents. At
present the monthly inconfb of the
city from lights and water is about
$5, ."00, and the hike in the light rates
will amount to about $1,000 monthly.
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Bonding Company to Pay All CoaU
Connected With Corroding
Paving Proceedure
A. R. Hobcnstrcit, n.prosenting the
New Moxico Construction Company,
was in Clovis Saturday at the invitation of Clovis property owners
to discuss the paving proposition
with the cily officials and property
owner in the proposed paving dis
tricts. Mr. Hebinstrtfit's company
was let the contract (or paving lust
spring but shortly after the contract
was let tho bond market went to
pieces, and the company to whom the
bonds were sold has so far failed to
take over t'10 Issue, the attorneys far
the, company row claiming; that tho
main objection being that thcra are
defect in the legal procedure of passing the paving order.
In view rf the fact that these
would have to be corrected, Mr.
mado an cgiwment with citizens last Friday night that ho would
on business
start paving
atresia if property owr.ers would
agree to pay ninety per rent of the
amount in cash, the work thus to
start while legal proccedure on the reg
mainder of the paving order was
It was thought that
Cc riveted.
this could be doe, but it was found
that a few of the own un of Main
Sticct pitporty wer unwilling to
' put up the canh, end tho plr.n has been

norni-natio-
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abandon.

Will Correct Proeeedura
Tho only pla: left is to correct the
legal proccedure so that the bonds
will be acceptable to the bonding
ccmp&ny. The company haa agreed
to pay all the expenses connected
with correcting the legal defect in
the matter and now the plan is to go
over tho paving pnoceodure again
just as rapidly as it can be done.
This will delay actual construction
of paving until
noxt-sprin-

4.

PROMINENT SPEAKERS
COMING TO CLOVIS

Franklin D. Roosevelt, Demo- cratic nominee for, vice presi- dent, and William G. McAdoo,
former secretary of ths

Troas- -

SPEAKS

IN CLOVIS

Curry County Included In Senator's
Trip Through Coutriiet in
Eastern New Mexico.
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School District Exhibits.
The various committees are busy
making arrangements for the Curry
County Harvest Festivsl and Livestock Show that will be held' at Clovis
on August 14th, 15th
and lGth.,1
Clovis is expecting the largest crowd
that has ever visited the town and
some excellent exhibits are expected.
Exhibit Rules
The committee In charge of thb exhibits have ruled that all agricultural exhibits and exhibits in the Woman's Department must be in Thursday by noon, the day the fair commences. All livestock thct is to be on
display musl be in by Friday a. m. and
all entries in all departments must not
be taken away from
the exhibit
rooms until 6 :00 p. m. Saturday.
Priiot to School Districts -'
Arrangements have been made to
give prizes for the best exhibits offered by the school districts. These
will be the only cash prizes offered.
The prizes for different individual
exhibits will consist of ribbons.
For the best school district display
of agricultural products, school work,
canning, sewing, decorations,
etc.,
(not livestock) a prize of $200 will
be given.
The second best exhibit
will be given $100 snd the third best
$50. These exhibits sre to be on
display at the Elks Auditorium. Suitable banners will also be presented to
the winners.
A parade will be held Saturday
and the school district having the best
decorated truck or making the best
showing in this parade will he given
a prize of $25.00. The second prize
will be $15.00 and tho third $10.00.
This parade is to be held at 1:00
o'clock Saturday afternoon, August
16th. In this display any products
may be used such as decorated floats
composed of farm products or other
wise, livestock, school children, etc.
No material should be taken from
the booths for the parade as the contests will be separate ones.
Plenty of Amussment
xThe schedule of amusements will
include a football game on Friday
between Clovis and Roswell high

OF

Much Needed Extension in City Sowar SrfWm'Will bo Mad Whon
pool halls
The petition to
Bids ara Received
in Clovis was rejected at a regular
meeting of the City Council Monday
At last Monday's meeting of the
evening. The petition wapresented
by L. C. Coplen, proprietor of the City Council the bonds amounting to
Smoke House on South Main Street. $33,000 for sewer extension and im
provement in Clovis were sold to
Benwell," Phillips, Este
Co., of
MARRIAGE RECORDS
Denver. As soon as advertisement is
mild
and bids received the much
Miss Huttie L. Williams of Roswell
needed extension work on the sewer
n
nil HTp 17 ml r! R Cmitli nf Tn
Monday by Rev. imro VI U1C VMJf Will BLH1 V.
Wash., were man-leThe bonds were sold at par, and the
Chas. D. Poston.
deal was made through Sidlo, SimLicense was issued Monday to Miss ons, Fels Company of Denver.
Lula G. Winkler and Mr. Ivan T
Stanwell, both of Clovis.
FIRST FIRE IN MONTH
Muiia Marin and Salvador Rangel
CAUSES LITTLE DAMAGE
wero married Monday by Judge J. P.
Fire broke out in a closet in. the
Noble.
Rcidoria Hotel at noon Wednesday,
but the flames were quickly extinguished by the fire department. The
VACANCIES ARE FILLED
damage was estimated at $16. Papers
and trash had accumulated in the
ON THE COUNTY TICKET room and it is thought that a cig,
arette or 1' Rlited match started the
blaze.
Committee Names Dick Nobis For
This is the first call the department
County Surveyor and W. W.
has hed in more than a month and the
Nichols For Representative
second call since the White's Cafe
blaze early in August.
e
At a meeting of the campaign
this week two vacancies on the
JOHNSON.HARDWICK
Democratic ticket were filled. Die':
Noble was named for County SurveyMiss Anna Hardwick and Mr.
or and W. W. Nichols for Represen- Ralph Johnson were married r.t the
tative.
bride's home in Clovis last Sunday
Mr. Noble Is now with the engineer-i- n morning. Judge J. P. Noble performdepartlcnt of the Santa Fe and in ed tho marriage ceremony.
well qualified for the position he has
The groom is from Wellington,
been nominated for.
Kansas, but was a former resident
Mr. Nichols fills the vacancy on tho of Clovis, having been employed by
ticket caused by the resignation of the Santa Fe, and the bride has lived
G. P. Miller. W. W. Nichols needs in Clovis for a number of years. Both
no introduction to the voters of Cur- young people have a host of friends
ry County. He was a few years ago here who extend best wishes, Imthe County's representative in the mediately aftcT the ceremqny the
State Senate and will go to Santa your.g couplo left for Hereford, TexFe familiar fvith legislative work. as, where they will make their future
Deputy homo, and where Mr. Johnson will NEW
Mr. Nichols Is at present
income Tax Collector.
manage the Star Theatre.
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Senator A. A.' Jones, accompanied
by Mrs. Jones, was a visitor to Curry
County this week. On Monday after
noon the Senator spoke at Grady and
also at Texico to good sited audi
the fact
ences. Notwithstanding
that the Texico speech was about an
hour late on account of the speaker
being delayed, the crowd waited pa
tiently and his speech was well re
ceived.
Big Crowd at Clovis
Senator Jones spoke (it Clovis Monday night. The speaking was hold at
the high school auditorium and a long
time before the address was scheduled
to begin the house waa filled.' the'
speaker made an excellent address,
free from any abuse whatever of any
political party. The major part of his
address was taken up with a discussion of the League of Nations which
he handled i.i a masterfuf manner.
He explained tho Democratic party's
attitude on the peace treaty in a way
that certainly met with the approval
of his audience, as his address was
met with many rounds of applause.
Senator and Mrs. Jones left Clovis
Tuesday morning for Portalos for a
there, after
aponklng engagement
which they will visit towns in the
valley.
X
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BAPTIST

WAS OPENED

W
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Republican Party Victim of
Chronic Sleeping Sickness

j

ury, are slated to speak in Clovis 4
in the near future, according to
announcements today. The two
4 speakers are to start soon on 4
western speaking tours and Clo- R. P. Klllibrew returned this week a
vis is on each of their schedules.
T
from a business trip to El Paso. Mr.
Definite dates for their appear- published
very
a
is
Paso
says
El
Klllibrew
busy.) T
later.
ance will be
4,
city now,

a)

t

4
4
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II. Duckworth of Clovis was
on Monday of this week chosen as
the Republican nominee for Lieutenant Governor. At a convention little more than a month ago tho
fell to Herman R. Crile, who
resigned and this placed the filling of
the vacancy in tho hands of the state
'
committee.
Mr. Duckworth is at present sec
retary of the New Mexico State Board
of Pharmacy and is also president
of the Curry County Republican Club.
He has made a success as a business
man in Clovis and is proprietor of
the Southwestern Drug Company and
tho. Elite Confectionery, 'as well as
being identified with othor interests.
Mr. Duckworth has been in business
in Clovis since the town was new and
his many friends here, regardless of
party affiliation, are pleased with the
honor that has been conferred upon
him at this time by his party.
W.

d
pill prescribed by Dr.
This peace resolution is a
Lodge to bo taken by all regular Republicans before thinking. It
is painless as well as senseless and will in effect put the stamp of
approval of the House of RepreseMtatives on the action of the
"in the Senate.
If you are a Republican and are
sick it will make you well, and if you are well it will make you
sugar-coate-

Treaty-Wrecke-

WOULD TO GOD IT MIGHT CURE THE REPUBLICAN
THAT HAS KEPT IT
PARTY OF THE SLEEPING-SICKNESFROM DOING ANYTHING CONSTRUCTIVE SINCE THEY CAPTURED CONTROL OF THE HOUSE AND SENATE, EXCEPT TO
CRITICISE THE DEMOCRATS.
How about tho reforms Republicans were to put into effect
What have
when they came into control? Where is the budget?
they done about the taxes? How have they reduced the high cost
S

,

living i
ui ii...
BPPPrCPMTATIVlT. PIIT.LEH
Representatives, April 0, 1920.

(Republican),

in
.

the Hcus? of
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Much Interest Being Taken in Special
Awards That Will be Made for

COUNCIL REJECTS POOL
HALL PETITION

UJJIINEE

IS

AIL SECTIONS OF THE

i
J

schools, and another on Saturday be
tween the Santa Fe shop's team and
the Portales high school team.
Melrose and Texico will play bas
. l
:..
L.,tl,ll
. bum, uu r wuuy.. evening,
UGtooer
15th.
Hon. Mcrritt C. Mechcm and Nestor Montoya, republican candidates
for governor and congress, respectively, will give addresses Saturday,
and Judge Hanna, democratic nominee for governor, will also appear on
that date, the hours of speaking to
be announced next week.
Pool Carnival Company has been
granted concessions to hold! forth
during the three days of the fair,
and in addition to this other concessions will be granted and It is assured that there will be plenty of amusements for the crowd.
On Friday night an entertainment
has been planned for the delegates
of the Boys' and Girls' Clubs. It
will be held in the high school auditorium, and Mrs. Cornell, Mrs. B. W.
Johnson, A. J. Rawlings and others
will be asked to appear on the program.
Wild Wool Program
J. G. Tyson of Taiban will hava
charge of the big riding and roping
contests that will be given each day.
Mr,. Tyson announces
that In the
neighborhood of $1,000 in cash prizes
will be offered to bronc riders, steer
riders and ropers. This will be si
feature of the program each day,
and it will be ono of the greatest attractions of the fair. Mr. Tyson had
charge of the wild west feature of
the fair at Portales last week and all
who attended praised this part of the
program.

r..ti:. u.L

Mrs. J. T. Stalker,, chairman of
the committee in charge of the
Department, requests that the
ladies of the county bring in their
exhibits of textile work as premiums
will be awarded in this department.
Livestock Premiums '
The premiums in the livestock department are announced in the sec- ond section of this paper.
Wo--ma-

HOSPITAL
THURSDAY

HILL BE OBGAIEO

Available For Uso of All Phy Judgo Hamlin of Farwoll to bo Speak- r Whon Democrats ol the
.iei.ni. ond Can Accomodate
Club
County' Form
Eleven Patients

On next Tuesday evening, October
The new $35,000 Baptist Hospital,
will
which has been under construction 12th, at the court house, there
for some time, was opened this morn- be a mass meeting at which a Cox and
ing. Although the main floor of the Roosevelt club will be organized for
building has not been completed, the Curry County. Judge J. D. Hamlin
second floor has been completed and of Farwell will deliver the address ef
wards are available for from eight to the evening. Judge Hamlin is s
soeaker that always meets with fa- eleven patients.
' vor in Clovis.
He always has an in- Miss Hunter who has been connect
message.
teresting
ed with local hospitals for some time,
Mrs. Cornell to Talk
will superintend the new hospital.
Mrs, G. F. Cornell will also maks
Under present, plans the hospital
is open to the public snd any phy- as address, especially to the women,
sician is allowed; to take patients who are taking an active Interest in
the campaign.
there.
NOTICE TO PROPERTY OWNERS

BRATTON TO MELROSE

district
Hon. Sam G. Bratton,
The City Council has given out ofat
ficial notice that all those having Judge, will speak on state issues
X property adjacent to the sewer line Melrose st 11:00 s. m., tomorow, Fri
day.
j.
must make connections st once.

i
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The Clovis News
t

Official Tuper of Curry County

.rt
EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor and PublUhar

with then only about 1200 voters was
given one senator, while Chaves county with more than 3400 voters was
given only one senator.
TRIBUTE TO ANTONIO LUCERO

There are few more distinguished
representatives of the Spanish speakEntered at the postoffice at Clovis,
ing element of New Mexico's populaNew Mexico, at second class matter
tion than Antonio Lucero of Las Veunder the act of March 3, 1879.
gas, Democratic candidate for Congress; and few men would reflect
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
greater credit upon tho state and its
One Year
J2.00
people at Washington.
Polished and
Six Months
$l.uO
attractive in personality, fine speaker, a man of high ideals of public
Fofiwn Advertitina ReprMmtativ
THE AMERICAN PRESS ASSOCIATION
service and of politics, Lucer? is preeminently a clean, representative citizen, of unusual intelligence and abil-i- i
A BETTER WAY
y. He has to a rore. degree the tact,
The Government spends much diplomacy and courtesy of the Latin
money in the printing of bulletins that joined to the humor and alertness of
are circulated for the progress of Im an all round American citizen and
proving industrial conditions.
It it his intellectual attainments would
me of the things which have contribmake him conspicuous in any environuted to the making of a great coun- ment. Mr. Lucero is a man who has
try.
exerted for many years the very best
i
i
in office and out,
These bulletins are sent to the
e kind of influence
who apply for them, and possibly on New Mexico public life and polito some who do not. Just how ex tics; a man of brains, ability and
tensively they are circulated in this- character, and withal modest and unmanner we do not know, but It is assuming. In the national house of
doubtful if the valuable information representatives he would be able to
they dessiminate reaches the majority give a new prestige to New Mexico
f the people for whom it is intended, despite her handicap of having only
especially in the.field of agriculture. one congressman; and surely no man
We believe a more satisfactory und in the state could be better qualified
profitable means of stimulating more so far as familiarity with conditions
advanced methods in the various lines and' needs go, to speak for his conof industry would be to publish the stituents. Santa Fe Ney Mexican.
bulletins in the newspapers and perCarrying on the fly swatting iniodicals that reach most generally the
dustry will now be left to Jack Frost.
people concerned.
Take the farmer for example. Mo.U
WARNING SENT OUT
everyone raises com, wheat, oats, rye,
potatoes, etc. Bulletins on such crops
(Amarillo News)
should be printed in the country paA warning has been sent out by
pers, These papers reach practicnlly labor agencies in the large cities to
every farmer in the country and young men in the rural districts,
would be the logical one to use.
urging that they stay on the farm.
Bulletins on special subjects gueh A survey of conditions Inst week in
as bee culture, poultry raising on an New York showed that as muny unextensive scale, etc., could be printed skilled workmen as applied for jobs,
In cither the country press or journals found them, nnd some who applied
could not be placed.
specializing in such matters.
It will be a good thing for the
The same would be true of all lines
of industry, science, manufactures, country if the young men of the
etc., a reasonable price being paid rural districts will take heed of this
for such advertising. In no other way warning. Why, after all, should they
could the public be reached so quickly desire the bright lights? What haH the
find effectively, and unquestionably city to offer them that the country
the result would more than justify cannot supply three-folLarger wages, as a rule, are to Je
the expense. Sooner or later the
will discard its present an- had in the cities, but has it ever occient method of disseminating valu- curred to these young men that livable information and adopt the one ing expenses will eat up the surplus
more fitted for the progressive ni;e they receive over and above what
they could earn on the farm? How
In which we move.
many young men, who go to the
Clovia is the fastest growing town cities, ever have more than a. bare
in New Mexico. We possibly have living, regardless of the amount of
less street paving than any town our wages they receive?
The fellow on the farm, even if
size in the state if not on the
plains.
It is up to the property jsnt a day luborer, at the present
.owners and up to the citizens of rates of pay, has an opportunity to
Clovis to
squarely behind any save far more Cash than would be posfeasible plan that is advanced to pave. sible if he moved into the city. His
It means much for the future welfare living expenses are at a minimum and
all of tho cash that is paid him, or at
of the town.
least a good part of it, can be placed
It is highly important that the dem- in the bank to his credit. In time,
ocrats win, Judge Hanna says in his these small sums that go on deposit,
campaign, in order that the Legisla- make a real nest egg and the young
tive Districts may be restricted on a man will have his opportunity to purfair basis of representation.
He chase land and become a home owner
hows that when the Constitution was and a useful producer of things which
framed, the state was so districted the world needs.
that, for example, San Miguel coun
Even though it might be possible
ty controls three of the senators; for one to save something from the
Socorro county three, and the little higher wages drawn In the cities, not
county of Sandoval two, giving to one young man in fifty manages to
these three counties eight senators "make the riffle." There are too
representing the many things to see, too many things
oat of twenty-fou- r
twenty-nin- e
counties of the state. to do, too many good things to eat
He also shows that when the consti and the money goes and goes.
tution was framed, McKinley county
There is nothing to worry about,

with enough cash coming in each
week to pay expenses, so long as the
young man is strong and young. But
the time comes when he would be a
home - maker, and later the time comes
when he would properly educate his
family. If he has remained on the
farm, the chances are that he will be
able to have a home that is his own
and educate his childfrcn prioperly
und still manage to. put money in the
bank from time to time. If he Is in
the city, having begun as on unskilled
laborer, unless he is an excepton to
tho rule, he will still be be an unskilled laborer in the years to come
with nothing to show for his hard
work. The bright lights will have
been sunlfed, and if he is to give his
wife and his family the things that
they need, the things they have a
right to expect, he must pinch until
it hurts, and even then may be unable to "make good."
It will be well for the young men
in the rural districts to listen to the

warning from the big cities. It will
be well for them to stop and ponder,
realizing in the end that their present
condition is nof one for constant complaint, but, on the other hand, holds
in prospect a prosperous, successful,
useful life for the man of industry
and integrity.
And the nation will be the better
off if these warnings ore heeded.
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We offer the following wagon covers made of new 18 ounce double
filled olive drab army duck. Can also make any other site wanted;
10x12
$18.00
10x16
$10.00
$13.00
10x14
11x15
12x16
12x14
$17.00
$20.00
$18.00
Olive drab 4 lb Wool Officer's Blanket, brand new, with
or without "U. S." on it
$8.50
Same blanket used, renovated, excellent condition
$6.50
Gray 44tb Wool Officer's Blanket;, brand new
$8.00
,
Same blanket, used, renovated, excellent condition
$5.(0
Army comforts, 61b cotton, olive drab, used, excellent condition $3.25
Army comforts, flowered, used, excellent condition
$2.25
Steel cots, Quartermaster barracks, brand new, lie flat when
folded
$6.50
Canvas folding coU, brand new
.
....$5.28
201b
cotton, used
Mattresses,
...$4-0.
Army wool shirts, slightly used, A- -l condition
$3.00
U. S. Army khaki pants, laced bottom, slightly used..
$1.50
leggings,
Canvas
brand new, front lace
.
$1.60
Wrap leggings, new wool O. D.
..$2.50
Army
shoes, Munson lost, chocolate color, new.. ..$6.50
Tonchos, used, excellent condition
$2.00
All pricfj f. o. b. Waco, Texas, except clothing which is sent
Tercel po&t prepaid. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded
t v. teturn of g'.ids. No goods sent C. 0. D. Write for , our
price list, .tluil check or money order with your ordl-r- stating
sines wanted, to

FIFTY TEAR

.

....

Sold Everywhere '
i aoiets or Liquid

StmYMISISEVEHRE
i4iT

'IPS f

,"i!8S

.

See Us.
See Us.

Office Over
Fanners State Bank

Phone 346

ZXtltH

Nobodq thinks anything now

of going awaij on a trip
partly

were
THE raUroadaBut
it wasn't
until the automobile reached
its present state of development that the old barriers
against travel were finally
broken down.
.

or hilly coun-

More people own automobiles today than ever
tnought of owning a horse
and buggy in the old days.

That's because tlje cost1 of
motoring has been brought
within reach of the average
citizen s pocketbook.

Wo look upon it as part of
our job to keep it there. It
it weren't for the trade of
the man with tho medium

priced car there wouldn't

bo

much in this tire business for
us.

The less a man has to
spend on motoring, the more
important it is that his tires
should be
first quality.

Any tire is not good enough
for the small car owner. He
wants a tire that will give him
jusr as much for his money
in the small size as the big
car man gets for his money
in the large size.
IV

In thinking over what kind
of tires we would represent
in this community we tried
to 'put o urs elves in tho
place of the car owner. And
we believe we hit it exactly

when we setected U. S.
Tires,

United States Tiros

r..

(e

New State Auto Company

Army Equipment Company
rrnitTMENTH,

diatnrbaiMia.

But. StfMt Alwtn KtUtMa
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If you want to sell
If you want to buy
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CITY PROPERTY

BSE

CHICHESTER S PILLS

In sandy

4

S

m

try, wherever the going
is apt to be heavy The
U. 8. Nobby.
For ordinary country
roads The U. S. Chain
or Uko.
For front wheela The
U. & Plain.
For best results
rery where U. 8.
Royal Cords.

'.
$35.00
16x16 Tents, square, 11 ft. high, 3 ft. wall
$42.50
Same tent, waterproofed by Government process
tent
$65.00
14x14 tents, storage, lift, high, 4li ft. wall
9x9 Officer's tent, 4 ft. wall,
tent
$30.00
All of the above tents are made of 12-ounce army duck and are
sold complete with ropes, poles and caps. They are guaranteed free
from rips, holes and tears.

J. J. CARSON
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U. S. Army Goods
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Stomach Catarrh
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J. W. BOYLE
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For hardest wear over rocks and
rough ground, in mud and water, on

railroad or construction work, buy a
pair of
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strongest "Diamond Brand" shoes.
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The One Price Store

Solid Leather Outsolc, Cut from the
Best Hemlock Leather.
Solid Leather Insole
All Leather Heel
Sole Leather Counter
Full Double Toe
Heavy Chrome Calf Upper
a Tough block That ts as Nearly
Waterproof as Leather Can be Made,

,
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.There Is Long, Honest
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lOffles-Iradle- y

All Sizes for Men and for Boys.

Wear
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"The One Price Store"

in Every Pair.

ji

Mrs. H. L. CuuRhran left Sundny
are in thin community working
for a visit with relatives in Knox
for a lifo insurance company.

well
'

CAMERON NEWS

('holey Cagdill bought a new car
week nml ho and family left
Sunday morning for a trip to Turkey,
Texas, and other points.
F. A. Han-e- l sold 320 acres of his
farm lost week to Mr. Tillman.
Messrs Shnw and Johniion of Ros-I

ant

Mr. end Mrs. E. W. Leach and Ray
who left here August 30, returned
Suturduy from a trip to western New
Mexico, Colorado, Kumiss, Missouri,
Oklahoma and Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Z. Ialor, Phil Mote,
and Mrs. M. A. Johnston, left Tuesday for Roswell in quest for apples.
They went in a master truck and a
Ford rocdstcr.

county, Texas.
Mr. Hubburd is farminfr with a new
E. B. tractor ho bouht lust week.
Wq stated last week the
Dunn
brothers had bought three tractors.
The writer had been misinformed, at
lutsr we learned they had just bouKht
two.
Cutting tho feed crops is the rush
ing farm work this week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R, Burnett spent
Saturday night with friends at Clovis.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Rcid Ialer
pound boy.
Tuesday, Oct. 8, an
Mm M. F. Morrison returned last
week from a few months visit with
relatives at Kalecn, Texas. We are
sorry to know sho is on the sick list
this week.
J. Z. Islcr bought a mill lust week
and instaled it at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Jest Goodson are the
parents of seven girls and a boy.
The boy arrived in their home Oct. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Virg Dunn and Mr.
and Mrs. 3.1. Ialcr, Mr. and Mrs. J,
R. Burnett and son, and Phil Mote
and Miss Sue Hammons were Sun
day guests of A. A. Dethrage and
family.
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Save $ 5
Per Calf

.

1

over milk feeding, by
R3U selling your milk and
feeding Purina Calf Chow.
ill Sc11 yur millt but f50"'1 mI'
JUl
your calves. They'll grow and
111 .yourprofita will grow, if you
til
feed them this perfect milk
substitute.
Calves thrive on it and do not
scouf.PurinaCalfChowagreee
U!1
perfectly with a calf s system;
avoiding digestive troubles.
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increases the profit
Sold only ia Oncktrbaml bags by
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Kiddies
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Loach & Goaltor Wholosalo
Grocery Company
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

The basketball games Friday re
sulted in a double victory for Bell- view.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Duncan ars
making preparations to leave for
Houston, Texas, whero they will attend the Old Soldiers Reunion.
Miss Iva Chitwood entertained a
number of the young people Sunday.
All present report a pleasant time.
Mrs. McDaugal and children arc
visiting her brother, Mr. Manning,
this week.
A number of the young people o'
Grady and bollview attended church
here Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Harris of Here
ford visited the family of C D
Sorrows Sunday.
Mrs, Teeter and daughter of Clo
vis are vsiting her mother, Mrs. Sam
Mulhair.
Mr. John Tadlock of Santa Rosa,
who was on his way to Texas, passed
through Hollene and stopped over
to visit his friends, Miss Susie Petty,
Miss Soils and her sister.
Miss Vera DUIbock of Mangum,
vsiting her brother, J.
Oklahoma,
IDLER
N. Dillbeck.
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Happy, healthy children love to romp and play.

When unfavorable weather confines them

HOLLENE HAPPENINGS

By
.

ELECTRICXLEANER.
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doors, how their active little feet are wont to raise
the germ laden dust particles from rugs and floor
coverings.
Guard the kiddie' health with the Amnka. It
gets all the dust and dooply embedded dirt.
America exclusive features provide every coneven in
venience for cleaning everywhere
corners and along baseboards. Its friaiotidriven
brush picks up all threads and line and freshens
floor coverings by gently brushing the nap-- both
'
ways.
Ask for harm Jtmnstratmn.
St tilqutio. CmtntiU
buy.
with,
ninthly ftiymexu if

wluf'

Nunn Electric Co,
of Clovis

M.

A baby girl was born last week to Station
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Kelso.

Before winter sets in get your
Get your fill at the Clovis Filling
system right. See Dr. Warriner. 7le Station
B. S. Tripli'tt and S. C. Hunter of
I treat all diseases and disorders of
Texico were Clovis visitors Monday, women
and
attend confinement
cases. Dr. H. R. Gibson.
For those fierce headaches see Dr.
Warriner, Chiropractor.
10
100 acres of crop for sale, 10 miles
north of Clovis. Cash or credit. C.
Have that old tine made new at W. Harrison.
Clovii Filling Station.
tfc
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Barry left last
You will save money by allowing
week for Kansas City and several
to show you our list of home
points in the south and east.
bargaini. Reagan Land Co.
ltc
0--

ti

has moved to the
corner of North
Avenue which he
time ago.

McCormick Corn Binders and Re
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Yekerton of
JHbuquerque have been visiting their pairs. Let us have your order early.
Jrent in Clovis for the past week.
C. W.

Classified ads get results.
Get your fill at the Clovis Filling

PERSONAL MENTION

C. W. Freasier
Austin' opening Saturday, Octoresidence
at the
ber 9th. Useful articles will be given
Rencher
Bent
ach lady and child.
ltc purchased and short
a

A. Barker haa accepted a
Vith the Reagan Land Co.

Earrtwn made a business
the latter part of

trip to Hereford

Have that old tire made new at
A. B. Austin & Co. moved this
Clovis Filling Station.
tfc
week to the firm's beautiful new
store on West Grand Avenue.
Hereford is to have a fair on the
Emmett Tagader returr :d recently 15th and 16th, the same date as the
from Hutchinson, Kansas, where he Curry County fair.
has been attending the State Fair.
Do not fail to visit Austin's new
Avenue and
A. B. Austin & Co. are now located stores corner Grand
,
in their new building on Grand Ave. Miuhell Street.
ltc
and Mitchell Street.
Mr. Theodore
Fred Murphy is back on the job at
Paul is in charge of the meat depart-uen- t.
We have all fresh and cured the post office after a vacation of
meats, Sealshipt oysters, cat fish, etc., several days.
now on Dale.
ltc
Western Electric
Washers and
Mr. Jack Mayer of Kansas City Vacuum Cleaners at
will teach violin with the New Mexico
Conservatory of Music this winter.
Mr. Mayer succeeds Mr. Clarence
Pries in the violin department of the
conservatory and will start his class
Dr. Hale is building and will eauto
October 11th. '
a new office in Grady, and will occu
Nearly new 6 room pebblcdashed py same about October 20th. Office
house, with all new built-i-n fixtures, hours will be 1 :00 to 2 :00 p. m.
nice lawn, side walks, high board daily.
fence, wash house, chicken and coal
house, garage. Good neighborhood.
g
Tht Kentucky Iron Works,
Priced right let us show you. Rea
and general repair work.
gan Land Co.
ltc We make a specialty of
cyl
inders and lathe work.
Mrs .W W. Mayes
9--

tc

last week.
Geo. W. Ryle, Commissioner from

W. H. Duckworth made a business the Melrose District, was in 'Clovis
trip to Albuquerque the first of the tho first of the week attending a
Week.
meeting of tho Board of
Lane & Sons Grain Co. has comMrs. A. B. Austin and little son.
menced the construction of a five
thousand dollar machinery warehouse Carr, are in Newton, Kansas, visiting
Mi's. Austin's daughter. Mis. T. E.
at their elevator in Clovis,
Reiff.
G. F. Cornell has opened an autoMr. and Mrs. W. B. Mersfeldcr,
mobile paint shop in Die building just
moved opposite the Cramer Mill & Mrs. E. M. Chapman, Mrs. H. A.
Miller and Mrs. S. A. Jones motored
Elevators Co.
fo El Paso tho first of the week.
Hemstitching
Wool, Silk and CotChurns, Milk Cans and Heavy
ton. Mrs. Knowles at Luikart Dry
Cream Delivery Cans.
GvOds Co.
Miss Mary Knight has returned to
Clovis after having been away in
South Texas and Color.ulo for some
months.

Round Oak Pipe and Pipelccs Fur
nace,

Miss Elizabeth J. Hunter left Sun
duy for Roswell to attend the funeral

of her

sister-in-la-

Miss

Hunter

Latin teacher in the .Clovis
School.

black-smithin-

returned this

week from Tucumcari where she has
been visiting for some time. Mr. and
Mrs. Mayes have moved to 309 E.
Grand, where they are happy over
their .first opportunity at keeping
house since coming to Clovis several
months ago.
Bo thrifty, wise and invest, real
prosperity arrives. America should
save, not squander. You work for
your money, let your money work
for you. Put your money in Clovis
property and Curry County farm land
and get a profit besides the interest,
Sec us. Reagan Land Co.
ltc

ATTENTION

! ! !

is

High

Violin Students

Willmon Bros, who live near
r,
MR. JACK MAYER OF KANSAS
have sold their farms and will
Work is being pushed on the Joe have a public (ale on
Friday of this CITY WILL BEGIN TEACHING
McClelland building next to the week.
VIOLIN WITH THE NEW MEXICO
Farmers State Bank and the two new
buildings
between ' the Highway
E. R. Hajdwick returned the first CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC ON
Garage and Skarda Motor Co. The of the week from a business trip to OCTOBER Uth.
contractor plans "to get the greater Fort Worth, Dallas and Oklahoma
part of. the work done before cold City. Mr. Hardwick says he heard
Mr. Mayer was a pupil of Adolph
weather commences.
Gov. Cox speak at Okluhoma City.
Breske of the Chicago Musical ColRound Oak Ranges.
Leonard DcFord returned the lat lege and other emminent artists.
ter part of last week from a two
week's trip to points in eastern Texas.
ENROLL EARLY if you wish a place
Let us show you the Maytag Power
in Si is class.
Washer; a genuine convenience for
The C. C. Dorris farm that sold tho
farmer's wife.
at auction on Monday of this week
Studio 316 N. Pile, Phone 145 or 262
went to Mr. Foster of Texico. This
MUSIN CROFT
land is located south of Clovis and
was auctioned by Erie E. Forbes.
DIRECTOR
i
Black-towe-

L. W. Downing and H. O. Robinson
will offer a night course in automobile, mechanics at the Clovis High
School, beginning November 1st. This
will be a course designed especially
for auto owners and the ladies are
invited to enroll as well as men. ltc

Mr and Mrs." J. H. Hllgartner left
John B. Taylor and wife, who live
south of Clovis will make a trip Wednesday morning for a visit in
California.
to Las Vegas next week.
Prof. E. C. Parker, principal of
W. B. Smoot, who has been living
is moving to, Sweet the Clovis High School, left Sunday
for Erie, Kansas, to attend the fun- water, Texas.

near Texico,

jyrai oi nis lamer.
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Craig of Texus show you some real
ico were in Clovis Monday night to
in lots, well located, east and west
hear Senator Janes speak.
fronts, close to school. Reagan Land
W. T. Jackman has accepted' a po- Co.
ltc
sition as traveling salesman and will
Miss Ollie Sears of the post office
assume the duties of the position
taking her vucutian. Miss Sears'
is
next week. He will continue to make
will be missed from her window as
Clovis his home.
ho is one of the most obliging and
J. M. Rozzcl and wife returned pleasant employees of Uncle Sam.
this week from a visit in Texas. Theo.
Mr. and Mrs. K. C. Childcrs and
Rozzel went after them in an
Rev. R. B. Freeman returned Wednesday from Las Cruces where they
3 lots with
pebbledashed have been attending the Methodist
house, water and lights, dandy good Annual Conference. They also visited
location for only $2,500. Now rents El Paso while away.

it

for $25.00 per month.
gan Land Co.

See us.

Rea-

Mrs. Erie E. Forbea and children
returned this week from a visit with '
at Burden, Ark. Mr. Forbes
If you want it for a home or an in relatives
met them at Hereford and they revestment here is a real buy. $4,500
turned from there in a car.
Buys this nice
pebbledashed
home. Basement, garage, high board FARM FOR SALE 640 acres. '27
fence, nice lawn, side walks, in best
miles southeast of Elida, N, M. CO
part of town. $2,500 cash, balance acres in cultivation, with house anil
good terms, Reagan Land .Co.
ltc windmill. All under fence. Price
a,
$6.25 per acre. W. H. Pcnix,
Many visitors from Clovis attended
923-4t- c
Texas.
the fair at Portales last week. It was
a decided success and the attend
ance was large. Coe Howard, presiRegular Communication.
dent of the county fair organization
A. F. A A. M.
there, says In all probability an ex.
Neil Tustday Night
hibit will be brought from there to
A.
La
Shier,
Secretary
P.
Clovis and displayed at tho county
fair here on Oet. 14, 15, and 16.

ltc

Floy-dad-

dCT.O EER
Begins Auspiciously
These are husy days in the store new Coats, Suits,
and other apparel are coming in every day; and are marked to sell
at prices anyone must recognize as tho minimum for goods of
equal quality.
Fj-ock- s

fa

Coats
WW

Hotli

smart ;ml agreeably warm.

Truly this is a very representative display for
it presents not, only the practical utility garments,
hut modes of the gracefully draped wrappy type.
i

Both Styles are Becoming
J

:

A

3 pjiiffl

HH

Ad-itori- al

Jn these days when Quality

and Serv-

ice and Price mean so much to all of
us we want you to know the real value
of our store to you.

If you have

an idea that will help improve our service we shall appreciate it
.
highly.
.
May we not thus work together to
flur mutual advantage ?

Suits
With uncommon Verve and Dash many of the suits take
as their hobbies irregular lines, achieving this much .wanted effect
sometimes with panels and sometimes with pocket treatments.
IJowcrer, this showing embraces quite a number of other strikm-- '
"
different designs.

nil!

HERE IS A PART OF THE
RESULTS OP OUR EFFORTS
Spuds,

HO

pounds for

IJaby Milk, per doz
Tall Milk, per doz.
Sugar,

cr sack

80c
--

$1.80

Woolen Frocks
.N'uW iri TllK TIMK TO BUY Til KM
Everything points indisputably to this fact Variety

the beauty of the Styles, and the Kemarkable Prices. '

Qu-il-ity-

,

418.00

Gallon peaches

$1.00

Gallon Apricots

$1.00

Gallon Blackberries

$1.25

Evening Attire
Formal apparel which occasions pleasing comment helps one
to participate in the Season's revelries" with real zest. These alluring interpretations of the evening modes arc at once the delight and desire of every woman who sees them.

W. I. Luikart & Co.

Second Section

Second Section

vvv

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
THE CLOVIS NEWS,

VOL. 14, NUMBER .15.

Official

Paper of U. S. Land Office
$2.00 PER YEAR

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1920.
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"I. Venture to Say That if the Corporations of the Country were hol
ing back food products for advanced prices as does the American Farmer there would be an outcry from one end of the country to the other. "
Senator Harding in the United States Senate, February 26th,

Sometimes People Get fired
Keeping Up Families

Does Honesty Pay
If a man tell one friend that he will do a certain
thing and another friend that he won't do that thing,
and one of the friends finds out that he has told one of
them one thing and the other something else, they will

Warren G. Harding, Republican candidate for President, William P. Harding, governor federal' reserve
bank board, Wiljiam L. Harding, governor of Iowa,
Chester Harding, governor of the Panama Canal zone.
. . . With the big eastern banks holding Harding as their
candidate and Harding on the board, they could do
plenty to the western borrower, couldn't they? And
brothers generally work together. Mr. Western Farmer
,
had better look before he votes.

doubtless believe that somebody has lied.
Candidate Harding led Senator Borah to believe
that he was against the League, and he led
Taft to believe that he was for it. Honesty pays all the
time, everywhere. If Harding uses such duplicity, he
might use on other questions vital to the United States.
e
what he says.
We want a president who can
nt

two-tim-

Split Wide Open as a

1917.

Harding and the Farmers

Boot-Jac- k

"Dollar wheat makes it a very profitable occupation." (Senator Warren G. Harding, Congressional
Congess, First Session.)
Record, P. 5269, Sixty-fift- h
Kansas wheat growers say it costs over $2.00 to produce one bushel of wheat.
Do the wheat gro wer of Curry County want a President favoring "Dollar Wheat" when it costs $2.00 to
.
produce a bushel of wheat?

The Republican party in New Mexico looks worse
No one left but the old "reactionary
than a boot-jacbosses, who are trying to down Carl Magee on progressive ideas such as the Democrats have advocated for
years.
Honesty pays. The constant dripping of thewaterc;
wears away the stone. The plan of buying way into political offices has passed. The people of New Mexico
are too wise for the bosses of the Republican party to
rule them longer. Their sins have been found out.(
k.

Cox and the Soldiers

Taft for League

Jas. M. Cox says, "I want every soldier boy in the
United States to have a farm." All the dry farming land
in the United States is gone but there still is lots of land
subject to irrigation and if Cox is elected he proposes to
reclaim thousands of wasted acreage now in (he United
States, and let every soldier boy have a farm.

"Had I been in the Senate L would have voted for(
the League and Treaty as submitted, and I advocated
its ratification accordingly." (William Howard Taft,
in New York Tribune, Aug. 2, 1920.)

want this Republican candidate elected. Why? These
big interests want to gobble all of this world money the
farmers of the U. S. have that they can. The East wants
the products of the West; the East has the big banks and
control all of the money in the U. S. except that part controlled by the Federal Reserve banks; the East figures
that if Harding, their candidate stands for lower prices
on grain and labor that they can reap a rich reward. The
prospect of this harvest for Republican leaders caused
the expenditure of millions of dollars by the various
candidates to secure the Republican nomination. The
farmers of the West will show these Eastern Republican
managers exactly what their idea is of a reactionary
price candidate on November 2nd.
r
and a

U. S. Richest Nation in World
That the U. S. is the richest nation in the world is undisputed. That it should be is equally proven, as her peoples are of the most progressive and hard working peo-

ples of the world. If the U. S. is the richest country in
the world, and she is, why shouldn't the farmers have
the highest prices for their crops of any nation. Money
is plentiful, banks have the largest deposits they have
ever had; other nations of the world o'we the U. S. over
twelve billion dollars. Harding, the Republican nomiprices, that he believes all
nee, says he wants pre-wprices are too high, that prices should recede instead of
progressing. The large. business interests of the' East
ar

pre-wa-

DEMOCRATIC PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
(Pol. Adr.)

THE CL0V1S NEWS, THURSDAY. OCTOBER 7, 120.

YAS IN BED FOR
SIX LONG MONTHS
WAS ABLE TO BE UP IN THREE
WEEKS AFTER TAKING TAN- LAC GAINED 20 POUND.

'a

"I was in lied for six long months
with stomach trouble and rheumutism
and Tanlnc alone deserves the credit
for my recovery," said George Greg
o!iTe, populur longshoreman, of 2718
3rd Avenue, Seattle, Wash. "I have
gained twenty pounds and feet like
I was never sick a day in my life,"
he continued.
My appetite left me and what I fore-M- y
appetite left meand what I forced myself to eat would cause a severe
pain in my stomach and shortness of
breath. Meats were almost like poison to my system; I got as weak as
kitten and the rheumatism laid
hold of me so bad I could hardly
drag myself about. My kidneys seemed to give way, too, and my back
hurt so I couldn't stoop over. My
head ached like it would split and I
would ret so diziy I would have to
hold to something' to keep from falling;. I lost sleep and weight and was
completely down and out.
"Tanlac helped me so much that
I was out of bed in three weeks and
now I am like a different man. All
my troubles are entirely cone, and
I am back at work every day and
do my work so easily I surprise the
men who work with me. I never
felt better in my life and I Rive Tanlac all the credit for my splendid
health.
Tanlac is sol J in Clovis by City
Drug Co., in Texiea by Red Cross
.Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
A Pool.
(Adverticement)
Tuesday, September 14th, was the
106th anniversary of the "Star Spanned Banner," wWtten by Francis
Scott Key, while he was held on board
a British warship during the bombardment of the forts of Baltimore,
Maryland, September 14, 1814.
PUBLICATION

NOTICE

In the Probate Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of
James V. or J. V. Landis, deceased.
Notice is hereby given that letters
f administration upon the estate of
James V. or J. V. Landis, deceased,
were issued and granted to R. M.

Landis cf Clovis, N. M., on the 3rd
day of September, 1920, under and
pursuant to an order made and enter
ed by the Probate Judge of Curry
County, N. M.
All persons having claims against
said estate are hereby notified, and
required to present same- together
with the necessary vouchers, to the
undersigned administrator of said estate within one year from the date of
this notice or said clwms will be for
ever barred and precluded from any
benefit of said estate.
Dated at Clovis this 3rd day of
September, 1920.
R. M. LANDIS,
Administrator.
ORDER OF PUBLICATION
In the District Court of Curry
County, State of New Mexico.
Theodocia E. Morris, Plaintiff, vs.
Harry P.Morris, Defendant. No. 1665
The State of New Mexico, Greeting:
To Harry P. Morris, the above
named defendant:
You are hereby notified that a suit
has been commenced against you in
the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State of
New Mexico, and the County of Curry, in which Theodocia E. Morris is
plaintiff and you, the said Harry P.
Morris, are the defendant, that said
causo is numbered 1655 on the civil
docket of said court.
That the general objects of said
suit are to obtain an absolute and
complete 'decree of divorce, between
you aid the said plaintiff, by reason
of your complete desertion and aban
donment of said plaintiff; to have
the complete care, charge and cus
tody of the miner children, to be re
stored to her maiden name Theo
docia E. Jones, that she be declared
and decreed 'tho absolute owner of
the title in foe simple in end to oil
of section tws, township four north
east, N. M. P. M.
of range thirty-fiv- e
aa her solo and separate estate ai:d
that you be barred of claiming or
any right, title or interest in
and to the same by re:ison of your
nlr.tion to said plaintiff by marriage.
That she bo given complete ownership
of all personal property for the care
of said minors. And for all other
and proper relief which the court
may deem fit and proper.
You are further notified that If
you fail or refuse t snswer or plead
in this causo or make appearance on
or before the 10th day of Nov., 1920,
judgment by default will be taken
ig

against you in this suit, and the allegations of said plaintiff's complaint
taken as truo and confessed.
Fred E. Dennis is the attorney for
the plaintiff and his business and
post office address is Clovis, N. M.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said court, this 21st day of September, 1920.
(SEAL)
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk.

New Mexico, for allowance, within
twelve (12) months after the date of
this notice with necessary vouchers,
or they will be forever precluded
from any benefit of said estate; or
said claims may be filed with the
Clerk of said Court.
Dated this 20th day of September,

A GOOD
EAL!

A. D. 1920.

' '

JESS P. PALMER,
Administrator.

NOTICE OF SUIT
In the District Court of Curry
County, New Mexico.
Clyn Smith, plaintiff, vs. A. C.
Papppe, Maggie Pappe and Sobrino
Black, defendants.
No. 1647.
The State of New Mexico to the
above defendants, greeting:
You are hereby notified that a suit
has been filed against you in the Dis
trict Court of Curry County, New
Mexico, by the plaintiff herein in
cause number 1647 on the civil docket of said court.
You are also notified that the general objects of said suit are to foreclose a certain real estate mortgage
held by the plaintiff against you for
the principal sum of $600.00, interest and attorney's fee upon the NE'4
of section 26, in Township 5 north of
RungeSl East, N. ML P. M Curry
County, New Mexico, and to Lave said
land sold to satisfy same and for all
proper relief; and that unless you
answer and plead in said cause on or
before the 29th day of October, 1920,
judgment will be rendered against you
by default; that tho name of the
pleintiff's attorney is A. W. Hockcn-hul- l,
whose business address is at
Clovis, New Mexico.
Wirnes my hand and the seal of
said Court at Clovis, New Mexico,
this 2nd day of September, 1920.
W. C. ZERWER,
(SEAL)
County Clerk

We have just opened up for business and are now ready to serve you
A GOOD MEAL at any time.
Coma In to see us, you will be
pleased with our prompt service, our
courteous treatment, and our GOOD

Real Service!

FOOD.

We are now feeding nore
people than at any time ws
have been in the restaurant
business in Clovis. There Is a
reason for this. We are giving
our patrons the very best possible service and plenty of good
things to eat.

The Liberty Cafe

OPEN ALL NtCHT

FARMERS STATE BANK OF CLOVIS

We have adopted
new policy of keeping our restaurant
open all night This will give
the wheat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late tbey are in getting in
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morning.

We hmtc your business upon the most favor- able terms consistent with prudent banking princi- pies.

AT ANTLERS HOTEL

a,

t

READ THE NEWS WANT COLUMN FOR BARGAINS

THE CITIZENS BANK OF CLOVIS

Ogg&Boss'Cafe
Open All Night

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
AND NOTICE TO CREDITORS
In the Probate Court of Curry
County, State of New Mexico.
In the matter of tho estate of Eliz
abeth P. Palmer, deceased. No. 315.
Notice is hereby given that letters
of administration on the estate of
Elizabeth P. Palmer, deceased, were
granted to the undersigned by the
Probate Court of Curry county, State
of New Mexico, on the 20th day of
September, A. D. 1920. '
All persons having claims against
said estate are required to exhibit
the same to the undersigned at the
office of R. E. Rowells, in Clovis,

"The Farmers' Friead"

t

tr Hithtii Ttoitlt

We sulieit your banking business.

fvtit TtuiHt Trin

and that's why this Cigarette
mm nine men out of ten

.

'I

OST men find that Spurt fit their cigarette

wants seven days a week,

fitty-tw-

o

weeks a year.

Just bet your "bottom dollar" that you won't tire
Spur's
v'kn?--

-

NATIONALLY

'.w

ADVLRTISED

It Will Always

bv..; . ...

irasChoJctoftue

'

Willi or without

cabinet

old-tim-

tobacco taste, for it's

e

lM

real-as-lif-

e

of

anil

Now to find out why!

rare-as-Jun- e.

rtatmir

Good tobacco puts Spurs at the top. Just that
The blend of finest Turkish leaves and the pick of

Be Spick and Span!

You never have to Macfcen
t Round
Us
Ghiet" Range. And it will
never "blacken" your reputation for
rood cooking, because it bakes uni.
lormly-f- oc
exunpie: Eight

picsertonre without pirn shifting. Its
handsome, limple, straight lino beau
tifyanykitelwn faragcnention. Extra
nravy -- but every ounce or its J90 lbs.
ttidi to iu life and service.

home-grow-

crops gives Spurs their new, mild

n

richness.

But Spurs don't stop at cheering your taste.

ROUND
OAK
CHIEF

They draw easier and bum slower, because Spurt are
crimped

BOILER IRON RANGE

,

The Round Oak Folks for half century have mads
good goods only. This range is a pad example. Tlie b
ter a cook you are tine better yuu will like it in every way.

that's

ml pasted.

Then there's a neat
three-fold-

"brown-and-silver-

package
which keeps Spur's fragrance
and

,

Investigate!

"

flavor ready for you.

Spur up!

Spur up!

Light up a Spurl

Liggett U Myers Tobacco

ssp
,

11

"

J
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t
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cmarette7
-

-
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mr.it

Sill
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Help Settle

SCHOOL NOTES

The high school has been seriously
handicapped since the first day of
school on acount of unavoidable ab
sence of teachers.
Mr. Underwood
was called home on Saturday before
school opened to attend the funeral of
his mother. Miss Julian was called
With a good drink at home about the same time on account
of the serious condition of her fathre.
our fountain.
Last Saturday, Mr. Parker went home
to Erie, Kansas, and arrived one day
after the death of his father. Miiss
Clean and Sanitary
Hunter went home Sunday and has
since reported the death
of her
Ask your friends.
brother's wife. The sympathy of the
entire school is extended to those who
have suffered the breaking of a home
tie.
Hereford will play tho local foot
ball team here on Friday.
While
Clovls was defeated in the opening
game, she expects to hold Hereford,
who played a tie game with Farwell
last Friday, 13 to 13.
Portules won the game last Friday
19 to 0. The first half closed 0 toO.
Slaughter Msrrsy, Proprietor.
but the superiority of the Portales
if
team was evident from the beginning,
and defeat was expected. Portales
has about the same team as last year,
SCARCITY OF JOBS IN
CITIES IS PREDICTED which we defeated twice. Our boys
are all new, but one, which accounts
New York, Oct. 8. Repairs made for the showing.
However, Clovls
public here last night by employ boys have pluck, and gamcness, and
ment agencies of both tho Salvation will give a better account of them
Army and Knights of Columbus in- selves from now on.
.
.
.LIIL.
Ill cnuuren
dicated that jobs will soon be scarce
not vaccinated are
aii
now
subject
to
the
luws
cities.
of
in
the state.
Equalization of labor supply and With a low compelling attendance,
demand during tho last week was and cnother compelling vaccination,
reported by the fivo employment there is nothing to do but obey.
Tho first social affair of the facul
offices in this city conducted by the
Salvation Army. For the first time ty year will be held Saturday night.
In two years as many men were found Teachers whose names begin with S,
seeking work as theTe were Jobs T, U, V, W, U, V, W, and Y, and one
R, entertain the rest. Just what is
available.
to be the nature of the nffai has
A feature of the week, a statement by the Army said, wus a fall- not been divulged, but a filling of
ing off in demand for unskilled some sort is anticipated.
The Eufcene Field building is mov.
workers. Previously there had been
ing
towards completion. Lathing and
a greater cull for this class of labor
than for "white collar" workers. Tho plastering are next in order, the roof
tvnort Mild It was altogether noaiible already neuring completion. Much
credit is duo Mr. Mordecai for his
thnt the near future would see
re' urn of tho condition where there untiring effort to complete the build
ing without delay.
rl mnr. Tnnn than fnha

The Dust...

cu.ci.jtia

a

Let's Go To

.

The

MURRAY'S

FASHION PARK

Confectionery

H

Y

H

S

TO ACCOMPLISH

F.

ECONOMY

'

'

4l
'

.:

....

O

AN OPER-

ATION THAT GUARANTEES
A SAVING IN THE LONG
RUN MAKES THE AVERAGE
PRACTICAL MAN ENTHUSIASTIC. THE HYSIIO STYLE
SKETCHED IS RECOMMENDED ON THE BASIS
OF QUALITY AND SATISFACTION. NO BETTER

CUSTOM SERVICE WITHOUT
TJUC

ANNOYANCE OF A
READY-TO-FUT-O-

TAILORED

TRY-O-

N

AT FASHION PARA'

AL WAYS PRICED TO WARRANT VALUE

ARGUMENT

COULD EE PUT FORWARD.

wim

William J. McGinty, supreme sec
Scientific detectives "shadowed"
retary of the Knights of Columbus, s cat which hung around a wharf in
Newark, New Jersey, and thereby re
covered 1300,000 worth of stolen
German dyes. Seventeen men were
arrested also j the result of the
queer orange spots
the cat's hide
A woman often tells the truth to which started the detectives on the
ie out or an embarraaing situation. trail.
,

500 DEMOCRATIC SPEAKERS
CO ON STUMP OCTOBER 4

AeiomcemeM !

New York, Oct. 2. William G.
former secretary of the
treasury, will start on his speaking
tour to the Pacific coast in the interest of the democratic presiden
tial and vice presidential candidates
about October 13th, it was announced at democratic headquarters here
today.
Secretary of Labor Wilson will be
gin a speaking tour of the west Oct.
8. Senator Morris Shcppard of Tex
western trip, next week; J.
as,
Bruce Kramer of Montana, vice chair
man of the democratic national committee, his western speaking tour immediately, and Homer Cummings,
former chairman of the democratic
national committee, a tour of the Pa
cific coast October 8.
Senator Pat Harrison of Missis
sippi, chairman of the democratic
speakers' bureau, declared that of
600 speakers who will begin cam
paignlng for the democratic national
ticket October 4, one hundred will be
speaking in Ohio and one hundred in
Indinna. Tho total number will be
increased until election dny, and Senator Harrison, adding that the bureau had, set aside October 10 and 23
Speakers
Days"
as "Democratic
He
throughout the United States.
said that Democratic county chalr- !men from coast to const had been
urged to call for volunteer speakers
to deliver one or more speeches in
,
their territories on those dates.
McAdoo

THE DOUOHTON LAND COMPANY COMPOSED OF W. H.
D0UGHT0N AND C. P. DOUOHTON, HAVE OPENED AN
OFFICE IN THE WEST BOOM OF THE OLD REAGAN-DOUOHTOLAND CO. OFFICES WHERE WE WILL CON-- .
DUCT A GENERAL REAL ESTATE BUSINESS. WE HAVE
PURCHASED THE REAGAND0UGHT0N FIRE INSURANCE BUSINESS, WHICH, ADDED TO THE FIRE INSUR-ANCCOMPANIES HELD BY C. F. D0UGHT0N, WILL
GIVE US A GOODLY NUMBER OF THE BEST FIRE INSUR-ANCCOMPANIES DOING BUSINESS IN THE STATE.
N

E

E

"

IF YOU WANT TO BUY OR SELL, REPORT TO US
YOUR WANTS AND WE WILL DO THE REST.

Mothort No, Willie, for the third
time, I tell you that you can't have
another penny.
Willie (in despair): I don't see
where pa gets the idea that you are
always changing your mind.
A wise man is one who can talk
to a woman without telling her anything and who can tell her anything
without talking.
COX REFUSES SPEECH
IN ST. LOUIS, SUNDAY

St

Doughton Land Co.
Clovis, New Mexico

a

f.

v

Louis, Oct 3. Governor Cox,
presidential
nominee,
democratic
spont forty minutes here this morning enroute to Dayton. The governor appeared on the rear platform of
his private car and exchanged greetings with the crowd that had gathered
to welcome him, but made no speech,
saying that to do more than exproso
appreciation for hi welcome would
be "an impropriety on the Sabbath."

01
(21

WHY NOT?

gradually ttujtliving and forgetting
the petty weaknesses of life.
It would be difficult to find a comWe would each be filled with pride
munity where there Is no fault find
at the good things said of us, with
ing, or back biting, or criticism, or
no unkind word to mar our pleasure.
covert sneers, for human nature is
We would be striving to live up to
peculiar, and indulging in such ques- and deserve
the plaudits of others.
tionable par.times is one of its peculIn time we would become in fact
iarities.
what others saw us in fancy.
But suppose human nature in this
Close to the millennium, yes, but
town should reverse iU.elf for once
. Why notT
for an entire month.
The hair tonic consumers must be
Instead of saying or thinking unkind things of others, suppose each the fellows who used to boast that
of us considered only the good in they could either drink it or let it
our friends and acquaintances and alone. Detroit Journal.
neighbors.
Suppose we were generous in our
praises and lavish in our commendations, and each had something good
o
to say about each person.
o
o
What a revolution we would seel
We would behold the unheard of
spectacle of every man and woman
1

9

Before you order a new part consult us about
WELDING the broken one for invariably we are
able to weld the broken pieces of the part into a
durable, strong whole.
New parts are costly, hard to obtain, and, often
delayed in shipment. Our WELDING service is
prompt, safe and dependable.
We Weld any Metal and Guarantee

It

Admiral Welding Shop
Rear Fanners State Bank
Shop Phone 436

Residence Phona 42D
Clovis, N. M.
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r lew, my brother,
for deed
Then tods? fulfill your vow;
Jf you main to help another.
Do not dream It do It now.

A

soldier

The

FEW VEGETABLE

tlV,

steam cooker, or, lacking that, in
steamer which tits the
top of a kettle Is on Inutennll
valuable
for

tain all the valuable
eral salts, the soluble
i
iiumuvt' inmennm wiucn
are thrown away when
the vegetables are fcVlled
anu tne water tnrown
awtiy. It takes about a third longer
to steam vegetables, but It tukes little
fuel to keep the steamer In operation
A whole dlnuer
when once started.
from vegetables to meat, Ash and dessert, may be cooked together.
Summer Squnh en Casserole. Take
cupfuls of cooked
f
two and
of a cupsqianli, add
ful of thick, stewed tomatoes, two
f
of butter, one and
teaspoonfnla of salt, one
cupt
of grated onion,
ful of chopped meat, dsn, or nuts, mix
s
cupwell and cover with
Bake In a
ful of buttered crumbs.
Egg
hot oven until well browned.
plant or carrots may be served In
this dish In place of squash.
Roast Beef With Mexican Sauce.
Reheat cold roast beef cut In thin
slices In the following sauce: Cook
one onion finely chopped In two
of butter, Dve minutes. Add
one red and one green pepper chopped,
one clove of garlic nlxo chopped, and
two tomatoes cut In pieces. Cook fifteen minutes. Add one tcaxpoonful of
Worcestershire sauce,
of celery salt and salt to
taste.
Tomatoes and Onions. Take one
quart of tomatoes and one quart of
Stew the onions until
onions sliced.
about half done In as little water as
possible, then add the tomatoes. Cook
until tender. Add a liberal amount of
olive oil or butter, season to taste with
salt, and thicken with a little flour
stirred with cream.
Eggs aux Tomatoes. Put a balf
pint of tomato pulp well seasoned Into
baking dish. Add
a
tablespoonful of butter, set Into a hot
oven for ten minutes then remove and
add four eggs, added carefully to
win-te- s
poach. Cook from three to
and serve from the dish.
min-

keeps his feet and

n

his powder dry is
able to shoot or run
as the occasion

J
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cooking.
Vegetables
which are steamed con-
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TEACH EACH MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY
AND
AND ALL OF YOUR NEIGHBORS
FRIENDS TO ASK FOR

Sunlight Flour
Cramer

one-hal-

ill & Elevators Co.

WE WANT YOUR GRAIN

three-fourth- s

one-hal-

table-spoonf-

one-hal-

i

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

three-fourth-

ALL REGULARS MUST BE READY TO STAND
INSPECTION

)l
BUY KIRKENDALL BOOTS,
WALKOVER SHOES AND

PHOENIX HOSE

AND YOU WILL BE A REGULAR.

CasSi Shoe

E. A. STORY, Proprietor

1214 North Main Street

purposes and will not be taken from
the fund with which the organization
plans to continue its national work.
Chicago, Oct. 6. The board of diA comittee has arranged to meet
rectors :of the Knights of Columbus Col. Galbreath, head of the legian,
voted to offer the American Legion in New York within a few days to
$5)000,000 for the purpose of erect- make the proposition to him, but he
ing a memorial building in Washing- has not yet been informed of the pro
ton.
posed gift.
The building, which would be in
memory of the Americans who died SEEN THROUGH A
WOMAN'S EYES
in the war, would contain an auditorium seating 20,000. Quarters for
Suppose, Mrs. Voter, that during
the veterans of foreign wars, the G.
A. R., (he Spanish War Veterans, and three years you lived in the shadow
Ownership of the of a terrible war
similar societies.
And that war for the preservation
structure would be invested in the
American Legion and it would be gov- of civilization then came upon your
erned by a board of directors. Of the country
fund offered, $1,000,000 would be
And that your husband or your son
used as endowment for upkeep of the was compelled by a sense of his counbuilding.
try's necessity to enlist for service
The $5,000,000 represents the bal- in muddy trenches of France, where
ance of the $40,000,000 rollected by he was exposed to cold, and lice and
the Knights of Columbus for war disease, to say nothing of poison gas
OF C. PLANS GREAT
MEMORIAL AT CAPITAL

'" (THERE'S MrV.fe-- 3

DOLLAR

VT

JH

in

A

BILLS

AUTQ EXPERT)

MR DOLLAR BILL

the auto expert who expects to get his money's worth
in auto repairs and supplies knows that fair treatment has gotten to be a habit at this shop. Take
'
Mr. Bill's advice and investigate us.

X

FISK, HOWE AND CARSPRING TIRES, THE
BEST ON THE MARKET
The Shop That Gives Your Dollar A Long Ride

MOTOR INN
2 113 y7, Otero Ave.

f

Store

Pkone 58

and shells, machine gun bullets and
the savage bayonet thrust
And that you knitted and knitted
that your husband or son might be
better protected from cold
And that you skimped your food
that he might have enough to eat
And that you wore your old clothes
and patched the old clothes of the
other members of the family that
you might have money to buy Liberty
Bonds and subscribe to the Red Cross
and to the Y. M. C. A., the Knights
of Columbus and the Salvation
Army
And that when the war had ended
more than 300,000 young American
lives had been sacrificed and untold
wealth had been destroyed
And then suppose that a great
League of Nations was formed by
which the world was to be saved
from the horrors of war through an
agreement thut any nation with a
grievance should submit its cause to
the League of Nations and abide by
tho League's adjudication or suffer
strangulation by economic boycott,
and then, if necessary, armed force
would be employed to protect the
nation unjustly attacked
And suppose the! United) States
should enter that League, but with
the reservation that it could not send
your husband or son to war except
by act of Congress, and that it could
quit tho League without obligation
by giving two years' notice
Would you not feel that the world
had been made a safer place In which
to liveT Wouldn't you feel that a
long step had been taken toward
bringing "Peace on Earth, Good Will
to Men."?
Don't you believe that the eloctlon
of Governor Cox, pledged as he is,
to the League to Prevent War, would
be better than the election of Senat
or Harding, who Is in favor of going
it the "old way" every year of which
"old way" has been red with blood
shed upon the battle fields?
The League of Nations Is organized
to prevent war, and it will prevent
war, when it is in full operation with
America taking her part in this great
Christian Work.
Mrs. Voter, what do you think
about it? Are you aware that the
great United States are supporting
the League because they believe it a
great, practical step toward abolition
of the horrors of war?
Mrs. Voter, can you afford to vol
against the League of Nations now
endorsed by thirty-seve- n
of the most
civilized nations of the world?

Clovis. New Mexico

Capital, Surplus and Profits

$135,000.00

A Strong Bank In a Growing Town

ls

PHONE 97 FOR JOB PRINTING OF ALL KINDS.

h

F. L. Allcorn & Sons

Transfer Co.
We do hauling anywhere.

d

PHONE 15

fr

YOUR HAULING SOLICITED

Curry County Fair Patrons
While in town for the fair, have that car thoroughly oiled
and greased. It has served you well during t he busy season and
deserves this attention.
We are properly equipped to render this serviee. We have a

spring spreader and grease springs with graphite, the lubricant
that eolleets no dust. Most people neglect oiling their springs
and never know what a great difference it makes in riding
qualities.

It

is also time to

your generator's charging rato
to keep your battery up to charge for the harder cranking of
Fall and Winter.
"step-up- "

We adjust your generator charge rate and then check same,
with master ammeter, assuring accuracy of results.
Battery test and distilled water Free.
Storage overnight, 23c during the fair.

If in the market tor a car
line-up-Near-

see us for our Fair Week Special
any make; Dearly any price.

ly

Remember our parts and accessories include Ilot Shot and
Columbia storage batteries, Ppark plugs, timers, wiring cable,
spot lights, bulbs, sockets, lamp cord, automatic
for
Fords, Overland and Remy, ammeters, breaker arms, platinum
and tungsten points, generator, motor and magneto brushes, auto
fuses, resistance units, Ford cylinder blocks, racing,' gears, steering wheels, springs, gaskets, Dort cylinder head gaskets, Vulcin
tires, tubes, boots, Rose pumps and jacks, oil gauges.
cut-ou- ts

1

R. WHITE

--

,

Motor Car Ignition, Starting and Lighting Systems, Repair

Station
Ilagerman and Pile Streets

Clovis, N. M.

Delco, Remy, Klaxon, Wagner, Westinghousc, Autolite,

Bijur, Atwatcr, Kent, Connecticut, Ford, Splitdorf,
Dixie, Bosch and Eisman

Systems
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Dollars

do the

Do Double Duty

Work of Dollars

For You

$$$$

$$$$

Harmony Massage Cream
A delightful rolling massage. Cleans,

ei and beautifies. Makes the ikVn 10ft
and smooth. Liberal sized packages.

Standard Price
1 Jar
.65c ,

....

us th re&ular price for any item
advertised and we will sell ypu an
other of the same kind lor ONE CENT.

BY THE POUND.
A BIO VALUE.

75c

lb

A

Purp Ooe

This Sale.
76c
2 lbs

Maximum Hot Water
Bottles

w
Standard Price.
1 Bottle $3.00

(S3S3

This Sale.
2 Bottles $3.01

Symonds Inn Cocoa

A

.

it's mighty hard "to

beat the Dutch" in mak
ing Cocoa. But Symonds
Inn Cocoa, American pro,

coco

cess will convince you
that none finer can be
found anywhere.

Standard Price.

This Sale.
. 2 cans 51c

50c

A

tiarmoay Toilet

m

Standard Price
1

Sale Price
Syringe $3.00 2 Syringes $3.01

wnc HmrolrmoH Hr the TTriitorl

Boquet Ramee

Drug Co. as an advertising plan. The
Company sacrifices its profits in order to get a larger
distribution of its meritorious products, and you get the
benefits. Take advantage of this unequaled opportunity to learn more of this splendid line of merchandise.
War tax will be added to these prices.

Talcum Powder

A fine Talcum with

Stationery, Sundries and
Household Needs

Toilet Goods
15c Rexall Toilet Soap
25c Klenso Tar Soap
25c Medicated Skin Soap
60o Hiuviof;- - Shampoo
60c Harmony Face Powder
S5o Violet Talcum Powder . .
35o Hadley Face Cream
65c Aubutus Vanishing Cream
$1.00 Bouquet Ranee Face Powder
60c Liquid Rouge
35o Cream of Almonds
30o Tooth Powder
50o Charcoal Tablet
30o Cold Tablets

2 for 16c
2 for 20o
2 for 26a
. 2 for 61c
2 for 61c
2 for 36c
2 for 36o
2 for 66c
2 for $1.01
2 for 51c
2 for 36o
2 for 31c
2 for 51c
2 for 31c
2 for 2Co
2 for 51o
2 for 26o
2 for 51o
. 2 for 26o

'.

2 for 76o
2 for 76o
2 for 21c

Sundries
$100 Hair Brush
25c Hand Brush
35c Tooth Brush
10c Nipples

...

61c

2

for

$1.01

TABLETS.

1 Dox

25c

2 Dos

50o
$1.25

100

2 Dos.
4 Dos.
200

26c
51c
$1.20

2 for 26o
2 for 36c
2 for llo

Household Needs
25c Sulphur and Cream of Tartar Los.
enges
2 for 26c
50c Symonds Inn Lemon
2 for 5lc
60o Symonds Inn Beef Cubes
2 for 61c
40c Chocolate Bar (bitter)
2 forlle
$1.00 Blackberry Jam
2 for $1.01

Corn Solvent
50o Ecsema Ointment
25o Grippe PQls
60o Kidney Pills
25o Little Liver Pills
.
40o Rubbing Oil
.'.
2 for 41c
$1.00 Arbutus Perfume ... .2 ounces for $1.01
26o

2 Cans

5 GRAIN

Lord Baltimore
75c Cascade Paper
20c Envelopes
75o

......

Sale Price

Aspirin

'

Stationery

a

distinctive odor.

Standard Price
1 Can ... 60c

Household Remedies and

two

Opeka Tea
h

A SPLENDID ITEM.

...

......

Standard Price
lb. can

And Many Other Items

. .

75c.

Sale Price
2

lb. cans 76c

Water
Beautiful

.

package

of

Syta Face Powder

high

grade Toilet Water, ech contain.
Ing the true odor of the flower.

Standard Price.
1

TTiic cnlf

GUARANTEED 2 YEARS.
The largest selling bottle in
lh world. Onftranteed for two
years.
AiA

UtRdTf

Syringe

'TUp Pin?)

Cascade Writing Paper

1

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Fountain

Guaranteed Two Years

This Sale.
66c
2 Jars

Standard Price.

October 11, 12 and 13

Maximum

"

Bottle $1.50

This Sale.
2 Bottles $1.51

An imported Powder,
with a good odor.

Rexall Tooth Paste
Standard Price

1

Tube

.

.

Sale Price

30c

2 Tubes

. .

31c

Kodaks, Films and Supplies
Genuine

and Printing
A

r xrz

Columbia

Sale Price
2 Boxes ..$1.01

Graf anolos

Lots of

Large Stock of
Records
Sold on Easy
Payments

UCaJsUi

Box.. $1.00

$32.50 up.

Up

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.
CiaSJL Sfora

Tib

We Fill Mail Orders.

Clovis, New Mexico.

wit')

1

Let Us Do Your Developing

Victrolas
$25.00 and

Standard Price

M... rn.

.,

-

J. .ft

,,.

.

1m

i

Records
Sold on

Easy .
Payments.

tt'

aM

.

.,.

m

.
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which such indebtedness Is author- authority for the Issuance and sale of SS
ized. Before offering any of uuch the bonds hereby authorized, which
bonds for sale the State Treasurer bonds and the coupons thereto atshall detach therefrom any coupons tached, shall have all the qualities
which may have matured Or may of negotiable paper under the law of
mature before the date fixed for such merchant and shall not be invalid
sale. He shall publl'h a notice of the for any irregularity or defect in the
time and place of sale in one news- proceedings for the issue and sale
We have the most ehoiee selection of coats;
paper published in Santa Fe, New thereof and shall be incontestable in
serge, silk and tricot ine dresses, furs, house dresses,
Mexico, in one newspnper published the hands of bona fido purchasers or
nt Albuquerque, New Mexico, and in holders thereof for value.
and the like and a pleasing dismay of fall and winter
ono newspapeY published in each of
Section 0 This art shull be subhats that you will surely like.
tho cities of New York, state of N. Y., mitted to the qualified electors of
and Chicago, State of Illinois, once the state at the general election to
Conic in and see them.
.
each week for four consecutive wcekB be held in the month of November
prior to the date fixed for such sale: in tho year of 120, and it shall be
such date being not less than thirty the duty of the .Secretary of the
days after the first advertisement in State to cause this act to be published
each of said newspapers; such notice in full in at least one newspaper in
shall specify tho amount, denomina- each county of the state, if one be
tion, maturity and description of the published therein, once each week
MILLINER
bonds to be sold and tho place, day for four successive weeks next proAll ballots
and hour at which sealed bids will ceeding such election.
be received for the purchase of said used at said election shall have
On new homes recently constructed in Clovis.
the words "For State Highbonds. At the place and itime named
in said notice the said State Treas- way Bond Act." and jn a separate
you a good rate of interest.
They will
urer and the Governor, or in his line under the same words, "Against
The decrease on the price of Ford
this acl
absence the president or a member State Highway Bond Act." Opposite by declared to exist and
force cars may increase the output of Ford.
of the State Highway Commission each of said lines there shall be a shall take effect and be in full
apjokes.
shall open all bids in public and shall square in which the voter may mark from and after its passage and
award the bonds or any part thereof a cross to indicate whether he votes proval.
to the bidder or bidders offering the for or against the said bond act, and
"One of the troubles with the
by
Automobile
When the women take over the
Protect your car against
highest price therefor. They may re- those voting for said aet shall do so
world seems to be that too many per
folks
men
the
country
ject any and all bids and may refuse by placing a cross in the square op- politics of the
sons are insisting on self determina
Insurance.
10 make any award unless sutmfac-tor- y posite the words, "For State High- will have plenty of time for domestic
tion," thinks the Pawhuska
Daily
security shall be furnished by way Bond Act," and those voting duties.
a bidder for compliance with the against the same shall do so by placCapital.
ing
in
square
opposite the
the
a cross
terms of the bid. Said bonds shall
Remember when girls had tucks
be sold in consecutive numerical or- words, "Against State Highway Bond
out of their skirts as they grew
taken
der and no bid shall be accepted Act"
Fifty Thousand Acres
T
which is less than the per value of m Section 10 The votes cast for and upt
Smooth Plaint Land
such bonds plus tho interest which agninst said bond act shall be counted
All Shallow Water
shall have accrued thereon between returned, canvassed and the result
A lot of men with reputations as
the date last preceeding interest ma- declared and certified in the same good mixers have lost" their Jobs unIrritable Lands
turity date ard the date of the sale. manner as votes cast for state officNear Good Market
Tho proceeds pluced to the credit of ers, and if it appears that this act der prohibition.
the State of the sale of such bonds shall have received a majority of all
Happiness consists in feeling sushall be placed to the credit of the the votes cast thereon at such elecCLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
State Road Fund, except such amount tion, the Governor shall make procla- perior to your neighbor, and almost
as muy have been paid as accrued in- mation thereof and thereupon this equal to your wife.
For tale on and after October lit,
terest on such bonds which shall be act shall immediately take effect
1920, in tracts of 80 to 160 acrai or
credited to a special interest fund and shall be irrcpvulubte until the
o 35
caah, balance
mora. 25
for payment of interest on such the principal and interest of all bonds
STATE HIGHWAY BOND PRO- Secretary of State, under the seal of bonds. Tho moneys placed in the issued and sold hereunder shall be
partial payments aach year for tight
countersigned
the State, and
by the State 4oad Fund from tho proceeds paid
POSALS
and satisfied. But if a majority
yaart at 6 intaimt.
Pursuant to Chapter 172, Laws of Stute Treasurer, and shall be regis- of such bonds shall be used exclu of the votes cast thereon at such elecsubin
by
State
tered
book sively for the purpose for which the
a
Auditor
the
1919, the following act is hereby
against
be
same
this aet, the
tion shall
Bargain Prices
mitted to the qualified voters at tht to be kept by him for that purpose said indebtedness is authorized. The shall not take effect. The cost of
General Election to be held Nove- in which shall be entered the date, expenses incurred by the Treasurer publication of the notice herein pro$25 per acre and up
number, amount and scries of each in the preparation of the said bonds
mber 2, 1920.
vided for shall be paid out of the
Coma
which
at one by auto or Santa F
sold
and
bond
the
MARTINEZ,
amount
for
MANUEL
and in advertising the sale thereof funds available in the State Road
Secretary of Stata. the same shall have been sold. The shall be paid out of the funds avail- Fund.
train to Muleihoe, Texas, our county
full faith and credit of the State able in. the State Road Fund. The
our mature crops.
teat town and
Section 11 That it is necessary
of New Mexico is hereby pledged proceeds realized from tho sale of
CHAPTER 172
Agent,
Buyer.
and
public
of
for
preservation
the
the
THE
prompt
payment
ma
FOR
the
ut
for
AN ACT PROVIDING
suid bonds shall be paid out by the
Write for Frae Picture Book.
ISSUANCE OP BONDS BY THE turity of the principal and interest State Treasurer under the authority peace and safety of the inhabitants
Mexico that
may
IN
which
of
all
said
bonds
the
be
MEXICO
NEW
OK
STATE
and direction of the State Highway of the State of New
provisions of this net shall beSteven A. Coldren
THE SUM OF TWO MILLION issued and sold as provided in th.s act. Commission of the State of New Mex the
It shall be provided in each bond ico, und the State Highway Commis- come effective ut the earliest time,DOLLARS TO PROVIDE FUNDS
Mulethoa, Tax at
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION AND so issued that if it shall be called sion is hereby authorized and direct- and therefore an emergency is heroSTATE for redemption before muturity no- ed to spend the said proceeds from
OF
IMPROVEMENT
HIGHWAYS, PROVIDING A TAX tice thereof in writing shall be given tho siile of said bond' in the different
LEVY FOR THE PAYMENT OF by the State Treasurer to the bank counties of the State of New Mexico
INTEREST AND PRINCIPAL OF designated in the bond as the al- in tho construction of roads in said
SAID BONDS AND FOR OTHER ternative place of payment, at least counties, the amounts to be expended
thirty days before the date fixed for in tho respective counties in the state
PURPOSES.
Senate Committee Substitute for redemption, and in addition thereto to bo in proportion to the amount
Senate Bill No. 88, (as amended) : notice thereof shall bo published by of assessed valuation in each of said
the State Treasurer in a newspnper counties of all the property therein,
Approved March 17,1919.
Be it enacted by the Legislature of published in Santa Fe, New Mexico, according to the tax rolls of the
and also in a newspaper published in respective counties, and the amount
tho State of New Mexico :
Section 1 For ihe purpose of pro- tho City of New York, State of New so to be expended in each of said
viding funds for the construction und York, once each week for four suc- coqnties shall be determined by the
improvement of Stute Highways jmd cessive weeks nevt prior to the date said State Highway Commission
for meeting allotments of Federal fixed for redemption and if any bond from the tax rolls of said counties
funds made to the state under the so called for redemption be not then for the year 11)20 as they shall be
Act of Congress known as the "Fed- presented for payment, it shall cease on file in the office of tho State Tax
eral Road Aid Act," an indebtedness to bear interest from and after the Commission of the State of New Mexico for said year.
of the Slate of New Mexico is hereby date so fixed for redemption.
Section 3 Interest coupons paySection 4. To provide for the
authorized in the sum of two million
able to bearer shull be attached to payment' of the interest and prin.
dollars.
Section 2 Immediately after the each of said bonds and shull be cipal of any bonds issued pursuant
issuing of the proclamation of the consecutively numbered specifying to the provisions of this act there'
Governor as provided in Section 10 the number of the bond to which shull be and there is hereby imposof this act, the State Treasurer shall they are attached and shnll bear the ed and levied during euch year in
1
iMsuflfrnl
prepare negotiable coupon bonds of lithographed or engraved facsimile which the said bonds shnll be outthe State of Now Mexico in the de of the sic nature of the State Treasur- standing an iinnuul ndvalorem tax on
nomination of ono thousand dollars er, in office at the time when such aM property in the State of New
each, or such smaller denominations bonds arc prepared and printed, and Mexico subject to taxation for state
I will sell at puhiie auction on my farm 8 miles west and 0 miles north of
not less than one hundred dollars such coupons shall be valid obliga- purposes sufficient to produce a
w 2
4 miles north and 2 miles west of Ranchvale; 8 miles north
Clovis;
each as the Governor shall determine, tions of the etate notwithstanding sum equal to one yenr's interest on
to be numbered consecutively and. to that the person whoso signature ap all tho said bonds then outstanding.
east of Havener, starting at 11 :00 oVlock on
miles
bear date January 1st, 1921: said pears thereon may have ceased to be In ench year after said bonds shall
bonds shall bear interest at the rate such State Treasurer when such have run for five years, there shall
of four per centum per annum, pay- bonds are issued and sold; and said be and there is hereby imposed und
on the first day of bonds signed, countersigned and at- levied on all property in the State of
able
July and the first day of January tested as in this act provided shall, New Mexico subject to taxation
ach year, both principal and interest when duly issued and sold, be valid for state purposes, an annual ad
hall be payable in gold coin or its obligations of the State although the valorem tax sufficient to pay the
equivalent in lawful money of the Issue and sale thereof be made after principal of said bonds at maturity.
imUnited States at the office of the the persons so signing, countersign- The taxes hereby authorized,
tht; following property, t:
State Treasurer in the City of San- ing and attesting the same shall have posed and levied shall be levied,
ta Fe, New Mexico, or at some bank ceased to be the incumbents of their assessed and collected in the same
in the City of New York, State of respective offices. The bonds author- manner as other taxes for slate
New York, or such other place as ized by this act shall be sold by the purposes, and it shall be the duty
HOGS
9 CATTLE
may be obsignated, in said band State Treasurer at such times and in of the State Auditor and of all asand in tbe coupons attached there such amounts as the Governor shall sessors and local taxing authorities
1 thoroughbred Duroc
Jersey sow,
to. at the option of the holder. The direct to the highest bidder for cash. to' cause said taxes to be levied, as2 good milk cows.
principal of said bonds shall be pay The Governor shall issue such direc- sessed and collected in the same
bred to registered male, to farrow
3 good White Face livo back heifers.
able to bearer thirty years after tions to the Slate Treasurer upon be manner and at the same times as
in November.
t
3 spring calves.
their date; and it shall be provided ing requested so to do by resolutions other taxes for state purposes are
6 aroal meat hogs,
2
1
Face
male,
White
thoroughbred
levied,
reHighway
and
may
assessed
collected.
of
Uiey
the State
be
Commission
in said bonds that
ONE 1917 STUDEBAKER
Section 5 The State Treasurer
years old, Yeakley stock.
deemed at the option of the State specifying the amount of money
ROADSTER
at any time after ten years from which in the judgment of said shall keep separate accounts of all
their date : said bonds shall be signed Commission shall be required from moneys collected under the taxes
HORSES AND MULES
by the Governor, attested by the time to time for the purposes for hereby levied and imposed for the
FARM MACHINERY
payment
of the
interest 1 and
1 span good
1
y ?a
wo
!
mules.
sinking
fund
of said
bonds
tf i iii'iom.l truck wngon
i'"'
1)1
respectively and shall from time
1 span A ho.
i n., .ii. n lister.
horse
o
to time invest the moneys in said
mules 14;; h u hi :.
'ir. 'ow u d. vi!.
sinking iunu in any bonds or other te1 yearling buy h.."tc iuX., 14 ;.t iiaiids
one-ru...
curities issued by the State of New
1 seven-fohlxh.
disc harrow.
Mexico, or in any bonds or securities
1 three-inc- h
1 bay mare 7 years old, wt. 1100, in
of any county in said state, or in any
wagon,
BLACK-DRAUGHbonds of any city or school district
T
1 good buggy, polo and shaft.
foal by Hickman jack.
therein at their market value; Pro1 gray horse, 4 years old, wt. 1100.
2 sets leather harness, complete
vided such bonds or securities are
1 set chain harness.
1 gray filley, 8 years old.
payable from a tax upon all taxable
1 S. D. Myers saddle,
1 bay mare 9 years old.
property In such county, city or
1414 in. tree.
WliU Haired Alabama Lady Sari Sha Has Seen Medicine! Come school districts and that all such
1 good spring mare mule.
15 in. swell. A goon one.
so
purchased
bonds or securities
1 good range stove.
1 ten year old mare, wt. 1000.
and Go But Toe "Old Reliable" Tbedford'a
shall mature before the maturity of
1 three-burn1 nine year old mare, wt 1060.
oil stove.
the bonds for which said sinking fund
Came and Stayed.
1 bachelor stove.
1 six' year old mare, wt 1050.
is created.
Section 6 Any holder of any of
1 five year old horse, wt. 1000.
100 feet well rope.
the bonds issued pursuant to the
hands high.
About 1000 bundles millet
1 four year old mule, 14
Dulton, Ala, In recommending Thed feeling after meals. Sour stomach add provisions of this act and any perHave 350 bushels of good seed wheat
party
being
in
son or officer
in
a
lord"! BlackDraught to tier friends and sick headache can be relieved by taklns terest may either at law or in equ
Leghorn
White
free from smut for private sale at
Somo pure bred
$2.60 per bushel.,
roosters to be sold at sale JohnIt aids digestion, else ity, by suit, action (or mandamus
neighbors here, Mrs. T. F. Parks, a well'
enforce and compel the performance
Other things not mentioned.
ston strain.
'known Jackson County lady, said: "lam ssists the liver la throwing off impuri- of the duties required by this act
of any of the officers or persons
.Setting up In years; my head Is pretty ties. 1 am glad to recommend
herein mentioned.
Section 7 All bonds issued under
and do, to my friends and
1 have seen medicines and rente-dl: white.
the provisions of this act shall be
exempt from taxation.
come and go but the old reliable neighbors."'
Section 8 Tho provisions of this
Thedford's
Is
stand'came and stayed. I am talking of Black
ten per cent interest or five
act shall constitute an irrepealablc
TERMS Sums over $10.00, six month's time
contract with the holders of any
I Draught, a liver medicine we have used ard household remedy with a record oi
cash.
cent
for
discount
per
.
isoonds nnd tho coupons thereof
J for years
one that can be depended up-- 1 over seventy years of successful use sued pursuant to the provisions of
.his act for tho full performance of
Every one occasionally needs something which by the State and its officers
oa and one that will do the work.
will relieve Indigestion to help cleanse the system of impurities ;nd taxing su'horit es the full faith
nnd credit of the State of New Mex
Insist upon Thed ico is hereby pledged.
i end constipation If taken right, and I know Try
L. 0. Fetree, Clerk
Erie E. Forbes, Auctioneer
This act shall without reference to
It Is the best thing I have ford's, the genuine.
i for I Wed it
to any other act of the legislature
of the State of New Mexico be full
At all druggists.
rj, 73
ever 'ov.ui for the full, uncomfortable

You'll Like These Stylos

$20,08 0 Worth of

hrst Ivl ortgage

.

.

Notes for Sale

MRS. W. G. BROOME

print-there-

net

our

theft

Scheurich Agency

Bailey County. Texas

Riser & Kemper
Transfer and
Service Car

PHONE 450
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COMISKEY SENDS $1,500
TO HONEST WHITE SOX

SlrfrESS
ytZ

Chicago, m. Charles A Comiskey,
owner of the Chicago While Sox,to-da- y
sent checks for $1,500 each to
tho ten membejt of lant year's team
who were not involved in the base
ball scandal. Letters accompanying
tho checks slated the money was sent
to reimburse the players for the
amount ihey lost when the White Sox
failed to win the 1911) world's series.
The checks wore sent to Ray Schalk,
Byrd Lynn, Urban Faber, Dick Kerr,
R. H. Wilkinson. Eddie Collins, John
Collins, H. McClellan, Harry Lebold,
and E. Murphy.
"As one of ths honest ball players
of the Chicago White Sox of 1919, I;
feel that you are deprived of the winner's share of the world's series receipt through no fault of yours,"
Comiskey's letters to the players said.
"I do not Intend that you. as an hon
est ball player should be penalized for
your honesty or by reason of the dishonesty of others and,therefore, take
pleasure In handing you $1,600, being
the difference between the winner's
and the losers' share.

sevr.Vo

!

t

We are proud of our shoe department because of
the values that are bffered there.
.

t

Not only do we give you a better shoe for less
money, but we give you perfect fit as well.
pains arc taken to satisfy you perfectly as
to your shoe requirements at this store.
All.

'0 COAL USERS
Would the reduction of your coal bills, the cessation of carrying coal into the house and ashes out of it, the banishment of dirt,
soot, odors, and the trouble of having to start another fire every

day or so be worth anything to you?
Would you consider changing this condition to one wherein
your house would be warmed all over with pure, MOIST air, at

any temperature you may wish? You can secure this modern improvement on your house in two days by phoning us to install a
Jewell Pipeless Furnace for you. We will not tear out your
plaster, bore, holes in your walls, nor set unsightly registers in
your rooms. All that is necessary Is a basement and one register
in the floor; this combination will heat the whole house.

CIDER MAKING IS HIT
BY VOLSTEAD MEASURE

m

Fni-- i
Srott. Kansas. Oct. 4. A
farmer living near here Is in a state
"J

of perplexity as to what he will do
with his elder apples this year. It
has been his custom n the past to
8P
mako thousands of-- gallon
olo cider to sell to the people or
this vkinitv. but this year the eigh
teenth constitutional amendment has
nut a ban on the business. Under the
law he may sell the cider but should
It devclao a "kick." as ender some- tfini'a does, ho would bo subject to
tho penalties Imposed by the Volstead
act. His vinegar business has also
suffered a setbuck becuusc of a gov
ernment decree that vinegar must est
in an open vat for thirty days to
fi.rnu-nt- .
and the farmer says that
this tllows too much evaporation to
make it profitable.

-
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'

Kill That Cold With

cascaraB quinine
AND

for
Colds, Coif...

Grippe

TOMV

Neglected Colds are Dangerous

'

IT

'

I

Will Be Elected

: -

?
5

--

by
MECHEM MERITS ELECTION becaus he was drafted
mora
of
sacrifice
Us party, against his deaire and at a
will
profitable and mora congenial position. Thus be
than
obligation
other
single
become governor without a
that which he erfll assume whan he lake the oath of
faoffice) unhampered by a single promlae of official
vor or political preferment) free to follow the course
which bis experience, hie judgment and hi conscience
of
will chart for him as being for he beat lutereat

If

'

I

'

-e

I am elected govern

New

an

iu.4

All the things that tempt and ruin
men are round bottles, poker chips,
women's waists, dollars.

ad-

GONTK

10

Mi

tion

that

party

my

strengthened

only

its representatives

is

when
in

of-

fice subordinate 'partisan
to

the

.

welfare.
1

public

stand squarely

pledg- -

ed to the policies in the
Republican state) platform
and If elected will leave
nothing undone to carry
out tbote pledge.

MERITT

C

MECHEM

MECHEM
v

o

GOOD

A. S. Sullivan'

E. Johnson

IH.

The chief effect of love is to drive
a man half craiy. The chief effect
of marriage is to finishtho job.

be guided by my convic-

IN

Advertisement)

I

Coal in commercial quantities la
found In 28 of tho states and terri
tones of tho Uniied States

ministrative mattert I will

MECHEM MERITS ELECTION upon bis personal pledge,
given herewith. .The thouiands of his fellow eitisens
who know him personally will bear witness that a
pledge from Merritt C. Mechem is a bond that is held
-.
Inviolate In its letter, in it spirit and to the final detail of faithful performance.

(Political

beat

for

la appointive

Is
MECHEM MERITS ELECTION oa his platform, which
sound,
of
program
progrettive
a
partyt
of
hit
platform
the
constructive policy in adminiitratlon and legUlation.
legis.
His recommendations for legUlation will be to
pledged
will
be
members
whose
of
latere, a majority
y
to the same policies and who will act in cordial tympa-thplace
will
the
take
work
.Team
propoiali.
his
with
of partisan antagonism In the state government

MERIT

YOUR

Dad Dwieht of the Clovls Marble
Liquor gets no mercy in the United
Works on Grand Ave., ships his mor-Navy, not even as medicine,
qusr-rmthe
States
Into
fro
Clovls
direct
b4
carry
While American papers were
a, recent order of the Department
He
England
for
States.
Now
of
the
ing front page photognnhs and
it off the medical list
stories of the Lord Mayor of Cork, cuts it, polishes and letters It right strikes
European newspepera devoted short
items in obscure positions of the
'
papers,

Mexico.

u.avs

THERE'S

f FOR

rallutCM Use o.at " Rlnatat
InninnOn
JllOUUaVI
lMrvoi""--edCasty reeling. Stops food souring,
repeating, and all stomach miseries.
Kpe ttmn
AUM dltwriaei aed eiwatKe,
twmaodatrans. lucnum Vilabyr and ftp.

or I will give my

interest

K

'ATOMIC

effort toward a butinets

u'penl

rct

S

After you cat always take

;,

"lere and sells it direct to the custo
mer. There are no middle man's
profits a.n! it is not hard to see how
lie Lull saw jl'U IIIUIIVV VII ivui jiiwii- umcnts. - Not only this, he is a citizen of Clovis, has his home here and
when you patronize him yoif are
helping to build up the town and the
county. He hires no salesmen and
no agents and when you buy one of
Dad Dwight's monument you have to
deal direct with him at his marble,
wrks on Grand Avenue, but if you
can save from 20 to ,40 per cent on
your monuments UnVt It worth while!
He has had 83 years experience in
the monument business. If yon need
anything in his line it will pay you
to see him.

U
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MER:U ELECTION because hit interest In
and I..J p.i'VJe auVr.ess it Impersonal and unielfith,
the
Hint H el"- - ;f. wlii eipreet the enrnett deaire of
have
business
public
the
jfrvj of Niv tf.afSSo that
nri.rence in (H .'jcjcj;.vj office over personal am.
or PrtUar poWti.-o,' IhJ uptjjjildi.ig o
litical mnch;... With Me!.tm at governor the Inter.
of
e.tJ of Ihe irte 'd JsminMo all contideraUon
Mexic: will have a governor
part:.-ia-J
.isso. N
e'f a perians' er partitan political
a
and
interea.
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for kidney and bladder troubles, gravel, weak and lame back, rheumatism
and irregularities of the kidneys and
bladder in both men and women. If
not sold by your druggist will be sent
by mail on receipt of $1.25. One
small bottle often cures. Send for
sworn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Hall,
?S28 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.,
OovU, N. M.

pol-it- :-

u

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

PHONE 221

Ttaa thoo-inn- d.
vowierfuUr bwwSwO. OalyoKUaMnt
PMUty
uwit.
to
ertwoa dr
topkwwaorwewill rtf uad BMaa, tjatasal
ostgday. YoawUlaa.

-

CHEM

Roberts Doarborne Hardware Co.

EATOHICta taebMtremedT.

adrainietration

.

:
v ...

u,

New Mexico.

.

j

i'rj

MECHEM MERITS ELECTION on Ma word which ha
araed him public confidence snd which ha demon-- I
rat ad hia capacity for public service of the Mghott
order. Aa lag Water, as diatrict attorney and a judge
be has done his duty efficiently, without fear or faver.
Hit private life esemplifiee the beat type of courage-oiconscientious citisenahip.

I.

:

,

Governor of New Mexico

I

WANT IT.

'
V

'

be-her-

TEXAS WONDER

Merritt C. Mechem
'

any risk on this proposition? We will e
to look after our'furnaces, and if YOUR furnace is OUR furnace
your security is our motto: "YOUR MONEY BACK IF YOU
Do you assume

Washington, D. C. is feeling the!
benefit of water transport develbp- ment. Besides getting much of its
roal via canal bouts it is also receiv
ing many fruits and vegetable from
the farms of Maryland. The Chesapeake am' Ohio Canal connects the
city wfth Cumberland, Maryland, following tho Potomac River.'

Take no chancM. Krp thli standard remedy handy for the nret eiiMro.
Relieves
Breaks up a cold In 24 houra
Grippa in 3 days Escellent for Headache
haad-Caa- cara
la bat Tonic
Quinina In this form do.a not affect tha
Laxative No Opiaia in Hil'.'a.

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL

The Jewell is installed with the guarantee that it will either
,
give satisfaction or be removed without charge.
i

J0IH$0H& SULLIMl
"Quality and SorviGC"

ADVICE

A Clovls Citisen Gives Information

Of Priceless Value
When you suffer from backache.
nervousness,
dirtiness,
Headaches,
Peel weak, languid, depressed,
Hava annoying urinary disorders;
Do you know what to doT
Some Clovls people do.
Read the statement that follows.
It's from a Clovls citizen.
Testimony thnt can be investigated.
Mrs. Arthur Andrews. BIO N. Hid
dinr St. says: "My advice to any one
suffering from disordered kidneys U
to try Doan's Khidfy Tills, for they
certainly are fine. Several yttars
ago I took them for weakness in my
back and other symptoms of kidney
complaint. They certainly did all
that was claimed for them and soon
removed the annoyance. Doon'g Kid
now Pilla are fine and I can run
selentiously endorse them."
n
00c. at all dealers.
Co.,:Mfgrs., Buffalo, Si. x.
k
'

Fostcr-Milbur-

i

This is our motto. You'can always find the best
in Groceries and Fresh Meats at our store. Barbecue every "Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday.
e

Full line of fresh Vegetables and Fruits direct
from California every Friday.
-

a

Quickest Delivery Service in Clovis

PHONE 118

1
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FARMER

un-

settled conditions, and high wages, we come to your
rescue and remove the most troublesome day of the
week from your calendar washday.
Wc handle the family washing with the same
care that we devote to laundrying fine, silks, and
you can absolutely rely on us. Now, doesn't it ap'
peal to you ?

) The Clovis

t
A

Steam (Laundry
PHONE 48

Harm lawyer comes
tLhi
v..v f
r ",

forward with

'

Daredevils have experienced a

J
Al vuiiuiiur, it
uc- vuw uuirii

-

ii

I

Paint Your Roof

I

This Fall

t

You will never find a better time. .The roof of your house
Last week wc unloaded a carload of CASK PLOWS AND
is the first part that goes to thd bad. Paint will preserve it.

t
i

of his wagon."

'

Call on us.

MW

THING

"Say, sheriff," said a voice over the
telephone to the slier I IT of a nearby
Indiana county a few dnys ago. "this
Is Ike Stubbles. Well, Jim Stubbing,
neighbor of mine Ihut I beeii havln'
trouble with, Is on his way to town
right now with a load of 'white mule.'
He's goln' by the Curnbread road and
If you hurry yon and your men will
have plenty of time lo ketch hliu before be reaches town.
"He's got the 'mule' nil covered up
with a cauvas turpuulln on the back

MRS. HOUSEWIFE:

During these fimes of uncertain weather,

REAL

Psculiarly Main Joke That Is 8aid to
Have Bten Played on an
Indiana 8hsrlff.

Doesn't It Appeal to You?
.

HAD

fa- .

The sheriff swore In two deputies
and went to t'ie Cornbrend roud.
The officers suw approaching them
In leisurely fashion a big farm wagon
drawn by two horws that were driven
by a man answering the description of
Sttibblns.
"Halt, In the name of thn lawl"
ordered the sheriff. "Have you got a
load of 'white mule?' "
"I sure have. I gotta admit It," replied the furmer who by this time
sensed that somebody was being made
the victim of a Joke, "look fer yorself,
sheriff, under tho cover there."
The sheriff raised the tarpaulin. and
gar.ed on the melancholy form of a
real white mule which had passed
away following an attack of colic and
which even then was on Its way to a
reduction plant In the nearby city.
Indianapolis News.

m

Many Common Plants Have a
Distinct Luminosity.

News Classified ads get results.
I

nmrmmih

Most people have soon the plant
colloquially culled the burning lnndi,
and have struck a mutch and applied
It to the feathery Dowers and Icuves
In order to sec tlio detinue flume run
over the surface of the plant without
affecting or hurting It! Hut It Is not
so well known that there lire a number of flowers which tjirmv oft luminosity all their own, nnd among mucIi
plants are the common m.irlgolil, certain sorts of lilies and tho oriental
puppy, as well as that fainllliir and
popular favorite the nnxiurtliiin.
It Is Mated that on a warm summer evening In the year Ufti the clov-e- r
datiu'lilcr of the famous Swedish
botanist, Mm, i'iis, noticed that xoiac

mi

There is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

It is our earnest advise that you build now
that you come to us for your estimates.

green and brown, enabling yon to decorate your l'iiiljiiij; and keep tlirni in
harmony with nature. Twelve tliaili-for your nrlrctiim.

Clovis, New Mexico

day and night, winter

There is a COOK PRODUCT dim -ially made for every paint or varinMi
prnhl' in. Quality mamh firit ami fun
most and every product under the
ve
COOK lilwl i guarantied til
natisU lory ncrtiie.

HtaJiiuarlm for food painli and varnhkti, Coll

oh kj

fur tohr carit.

THE

"It Costs No More
Telephone No. 15

J

0.

DUMBER

flNG-REL- L

Historic Slice of Bf.
The energetic priss service of the
United Stales marine corps sends us a
bulletin from Ann Arbor, .Mich., with
the following curious, If not Important,
information:
"A piece of beef cooked In 1S0." Is
still being carefully preserved In a little
sliver pitcher by Kdward B. Munwar-luof this city. Tills Is not l elng kept
In anticipation of a further Increase
In the cost of beef, but Is a genuine

LONE 'STAR LUMBER CO.
Telephone 23

COOK'S SHINGLE STAINS arc
warm rich rolon rcfmril. loan (if

nnsiui'tlttms In her father's garden
were emitting tiny but distinct flushes
of light ; first one flower rtien another
would throw out an evanescent lieam.
Though at first her assertion was received with doubt, other Investigators
soon proved it to lie true, and It is
new known that not only nasturtiums
but ninny other flowers exhibit this
luminosity. Camellias have been seen
to glow with ti mooiillkc radiance.

The man who waits for building material demand to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.

iT

and summer, they are exposed to every destructive force of the
elements heat and cold, rain and snow constantly fighting
for life against decay, constantly fighting for your protection.
Treat your roof3 as friends Give them a square deal. Keep
them coated with good, protective, preservative paint
COOK'S SHINGLE STAIN is "best for wear or weather""
'
and it will repay you many fold for your money and attention.

;

referendum.

..,v.

"

mm

You seldom see your roofs-y- et,

jumper irorn airplane
to one house and that each state have to airplans, a "human fly" and a
FLOWERS THAT GIVE LIGHT
but one representative.
This body man who shot the Niagara Falls in a
would then merely frame alternative barrel have met death.
Fact Not Gtntrally Known Is That
laws to be submitted to the people!
.

for

,

To

Built It Right."
W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

his office nt Clovis, N. M, on the Reed, Prudence R. Montuomory, all
4th day of November, 1920.
M.
of Clovis
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Claimant names a witnesses:
W. R. McGILL,
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
D. Looper, Lloyd Riley, J. T.
James
Register.
September 2B, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that George
W. Brown, who, on September 11,
1916, made Additional Homestead
entry for SEVi Sec. 7 Twp. 1 North,
Range 34 etst, N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
heirloom.
Final three year proof to establish
"Scrgt. Joseph Hohhlns of ihe
h
claim tj the land above described, beI have been a stock raiser and buyer all my life and know
Roynl mnrlnes saved the piece of
the
value of stock and farm implement and have never failed to sell
boef, which he was eating when as- fore C. V. Steed, Probate Judge, in
a tract of land when put up at a fair kale.
saulted with an sx by a cook on a
French vessel which hnd been capYour sales appreciated. See mo or leave dates at office of
tured by Lord Nelson at Trafalgar.
Ramoy & Wilkinson or Union Mortgage Company.
The cook missed his aim, but the
sergeant got the beef. Sergeant nubbins was the great great grandfather
of I.leut. Col. Kdward R. Manwarlng
of the United States marine corps."
We have many beautiful piccei of
From the Outlook,
used furniture that are as good as
new that will savo you much money
Trade With Australia Crows.
on furnishing your home. Drop in and
Trading between this country nn4 look our stock over.
a
Austrollu is showing
healthy
We buy second-hanfurniture of
growth, according to figures supplied
to the department of commerce by A. all kinds.
W. Fcrrln, trade commissioner,
who
They cover Imports
la at Melbourne.
nnd exports for the lint quarter of
the current year, and show the Im218 South Mitch.ll
ports during that period to have been
Old Modal Laundry Stand
about $27,77f,000, against exports to
,
this country of approximately f
February exports nearly equaled
FULL LINE OF MOLINE FARM
In Tsloe the totals for January and
March, and In that month the outgoing
IMPLEMENTS
shipments exceeded the Imports. In
the same month, however, the value
of the Import was less than half of
the goods brought In during March.

..

g
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THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK

jj Capital $50,000

V. Tate, Auctioneer j

Brl-tb-

j

Surplus $27$00

Why not Look Over Our

"The Bank That Accomodates"

Furniture Stock?

Business Is Good

d

W.L MILES

pit

A

10,350V-000-

WW

WHAT WE SAY ABOUT
KELLYS IS NOT SO IMPORTANT AS WHAT KELLY
USERS SAY.
A MILLION DOLLARS A
YEAR SPENT IN ADVERTIS-INWOULD NOT BERING US
HALF THE . GOOD WILL
THAT THE PERFORMANCE
OF
THE
TIRES THEM.
SELVES DOES.

G

NEW STATE AUTO CO.
Real Auto Service
T. L, HELM, Mgr.

North Main St.

,

Australia's Prickly Pear Pest
Australia la suffering from a prickly pear pent, which takes advantage of
the rivers as a means of spreading.
Shoots break off from the parent
plant growing along a stream and the
part Is carried downstream to found a
Thousands of acres are
new colony.
being ruined yearly owing to the ravage of tills plant and no means have
been discovered of stopping Its march.
Rolling, spraying and poisons have
proved Ineffectual, and It Is hoped thnt
clence may And somo commercial use
for the plant.

iJjlr

.,

The feature of prime importance
in the purchase of a MONUMENT is
the quality of marble or granite
this should be of the highest grade if
the memorial is to be lasting.
The quality

of

monument

that will aare you money.

we

make, In this respect, will stand every
Hard to Git and Keep.
high and as exTears before he had always gone tost known it is as
to Atlantic City to spend his sum- cellent as we can posibly obtain.
mer vacation. Rut the other day In
This feature plus deaignng, porfect
the lobby of the Marlon club, some one
and moderate prices should

lcttemg
said to him: "Judge, It's about the
cause you to place the order with us.
time you always go to Atlnntlc City to
A card will bring full Information.
sjond the rest of the summer."
The Judge, replied: "Rut I don't
think I'll be able to make It this year.
Co.
Tbe wife says: .The msld has the hay
fever, end we have Just got to take her
Clovis, N. M.
210 W. Crand
ltd go tip In Michigan.'"

Rapp Monument

All grades of Mobiloil at prices

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION
F; B. PAYNE,

Manager

i
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noughts. The ships are now under
construction, four being built and all
are to bo completed by 1923. These
ships are to be Ihe equal of American
S. Main Street.
ships of the same type. The battle
cruisers will have less speed than our
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
ships but the same battery. The
dreadnoughts will have more speed
Telephones-D- ay,
67; Night, 14 and 203
thun ours und the same battery.
The general opinion is that our
'
AMBULANCE SERVICE
fleet is immeasurably ahead of that
of Japan, but a comparison of the
C. V. STEED, Manager
twa fleets in 1023 will show the
American fleet with 17 battleships
and 6 battle cruisers and Japan with
112
8 battleships and 6 battle cruisers.
This looks favorable, but the Japan
ese are putting forth an intensive
of building. The Japanese
scheme
JAPAN AND SEA POWER
'
Vint'
Ua A,niAA
mind kaiMi. wmts
aiiili n wot
nu mill
Will WV UCIUUU warships listed above are from the
by sea power. The victory in the war
program and are expected
The fact that there arc unsettled between the United States and Japan, eight-eigcompleted
by 1923. Battleships
be
to
questions between the United States if the fates have decreed such a
and Japan are not a cause for alarm. struggle, will come to the nation with In the American strength are now
The attitude taken by leading Japan- the most powerful navy. The recent built or building and the navy departese statesmen, however, plainly Indi- conflict should satjsfy our minds on ment "hopes to complete by 1923
the battle cuisers."
cate that these questions must be lhat point.
. .
If our capital ships happen to be
settled or troubles will result. This
Now, is Japan doing anything to
hap
means that unless something brings accomplish superior naval power? delayed, or if the battle cruisers
and
1923,
by
finished
not
to
be
pen
the views of the nations together Considerable interest is being taken
Japan should finish her program,
that war may break out at any time. in the eight-eigprogram of Japan,
between tho two
This being so, and we believe it, a plan calling for the building of then the difference
would not be so noticeable.
navies
Americans will do well to bear in eight battle cruisers and eight dread- The preponderance of the American
navy would not be strong enough to
much pressure in a fight away
exert
T!
TTTt TTTtTTTTTT
from home.
We call attention to this matter because It is important. Our people are
apt to forget the danger and permit
the navy to dwindle in efficiency. Japan Is a lively, alert and tricky power.
Her naval program calls for the building of these sixteen capital ships, but
besides them she plans eight high
speed cruisers, 24 light cruisers, 32
destroyers, 32 small destroyers, 24
large submarines, 44 small submarines and 12 spcciul duty ships. This
looks like a half decent navy to us. It
is plainly being built for business.
The question is where?

eKITCAm

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.

Undertaking Parlors

West Grand Ave.

ht

ht

t

!

FOR 12 YEARS
RELIABLE

RESPECTFUL

REASONABLE

FREE USE OF CHAPEL

PRIVATE AMBULANCE
Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
JOHNSON BROS.
Day Phone

211

Night Phone 235

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
and 214 S. Main Street.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day 67; Night 14 and 203
208-210-21-

If thou bust frltndi glv them tbr
bent enrteuvor,
Thy warinmi Impulia and thy pur
UiouKhi,
,
Keeping In mind and word and lotion
ver
The time U horL
-- Ellnbrth PrentlM.

'

AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

GOOD DI8HE8 FOR THE FAMILY.

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

If there Is one article of our diet
which more tliun another needs care
ful cooking It is
The
pr
by the ordinary cook are a
byword
for all
that Is tasteless
and unappetizing.
The mineral salts
which we noed to keep up tbe body
functions are largely thrown down tbe
kitchen sink when draining the vegRolling any vegetable In waetables.
ter Is not the best method, for Its
nutriment Is largely wasted In the water In width It Is cooked. Steaming,
cooking In casserole or paper bag
dues away wltb tills waste.
Irish Sttw. Cut up two or three
pounds of mutton Into servlng-slsepieces, leaving very little fat Season
wkII with suit snd pepper and add six
onions peeled and finely
two pounds of potatoes
chopped,
peeled and sliced thin. Add a bunch
of herbs, pnrxley, savory or any combination liked. Add a cupful of bot
water and bake In a covered casserole
for an hour or longer.
Skin the kidneys,
Sheep Kidneys.
split and pluce ou a skewer with a
between each.
niiihII pluce of bacon
SeiiMon to tuste and Place acrons a
dripping pnn In a hot oven to buke
vegetables.

positions. Applicants will be rated
on their education, training and experience.
Full information and application
Washington, D. C, Oct. 6, 1920
The United States Civil Service Com blanks may be obtained from the
mission states that thcro are more United States Civil Service Commisthan 100 vacancies in high grado ac- sion, Washington, D C, or from
t any post office
counting positions under the Inter- its representatives
state Commerce Commission paying or custom house in any city.
$2,100 to
salaries ranging from
Wisdom is divided In to two parts:
(3,900 a year. The positions are
principally in the field.' ' When' em- (a) having a great deal to say, and
ployees are absent from Veadmiar-ter- s (b) not saying it
an allowance for subsistence is
In order to get a reputation for
made. Until further notice the Civil
Service Commission will receive ap- reliability all one needs is a good
plications for positions of examiner memory for the lies one has already
of accounts to fill t'.icse vacant told.

ONE HUNDRED ACCOUNTANTS
NEEDED BY I. C. C

vcRi-tuble-s

d

good-size- d

Dodge Brothers Cars
Chevrolet Cars

until tho bacon Is well done.
Cook four
Eggs a la Bechamel.
eggs In tho shell until hard. Drop
thein Into cold water, shell and cut
them lu halves. Butter a baking dish,
While republican leaders were tell- add the eggs with a half cupful of
ing the people of the Uuited States cream, pepper and salt to taste with a
that the League, of Nations was a tiny dust of powdered mace. Bake J
.
"joke," the league council was ar- a hot oven ten minutes.
Chicken a la Reins. Clean. dres
ranging the settlement of disputes inper- and truHS a fowl as for roasting. Hub
volving four nations. The Ife-onion. Place It In a
suaded the four nations Sweden, It well with a cut
a half cupful of good
pun
with
hnklng
Finland, Poland, and Lithuunia to
stock, add a sprig of parsley, a boy
agree to arbitration kind thus pre- leaf, a blade of mace and three spring
vented two wars. It seems like the onions tied together. Add it half cupDaily ful of cooked rice and let It cook
joke is on the republicans.
Oklahoman.
slowly In a moderato oven until the
Remove the herbs
fowl Is cooked.
The most pitiful sight is a jealous and onions and serve with the broth

Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

Skarda Auto, Truck and
Tractor Co.

slightly thickened.

man's effort to smile.

BUY NOW AND SAVE MONEY

BUY NOW AND SAVE MONEY
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SM ASHING PRICES TO REDUCE STOCK
We are offering the best bargains ever seen in Clovis in the following standard brands
of Tires

FISK

HOWE
STEPHENS
CARSPRING
This is your big opportunity to
IV

o.

3

re-tir-

e

your car at

rock-botto-

m

prices

DKlKl

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
BUY NOW AND SAVE MONEY

BUY NOW AND SAVE MONEY
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MOUNCE ITEMS
The farmers n ths jiart of the
world are gettng anxioui for rain.
A nice shower would ha
on the little young wheat and also the
wnoat ground which the farmer are
wanting to break and can't
count of the dry weather.
The cream lUDDer at Mnnn..
Friday night was well attended and
everyone reported a good time
one and he said he could have
enjoyed it better if he could have
gotten tne kind of cake he liked.
Mrs. Keoeda was on the. sick list
last week.
Mr. Lewis is in Colorado on business.
Mr. Jim Lewi and Mlaa
Rice attended church in Clovia Sun

X

SNAPSHOTS

.

RAG

(Dallas News)
Another reason why we arc sorry
for the sugar speculators who hav.
gone broke is because the bottom of
a well equals the top of a tree.

.

Of couiwe the giraffe isn't beautiful, but it would look a lot Will's (
if It had a bay window in its neck.

Piano and Saxaphone

ex-ce- pt

It may

be only imagination, but It
seems to us there are fewer mn

those days whose chin whiitkera
trimmed to look cute.
Personally

Mr. and Mn Monzin
v laiio rs isunday.

Mrs. J. R. Johnson bd Clovis call
era Sunday afternoon.
Remember the Sunday school at
raoune every Sundav at iXi,
Come one and all
JIGGS and MAGGIE
METHODIST SERVICES
Following is the order nf lanr
at the Methodist church next Sun
day.
Rev. R. B. Freeman, castor win
preach morning and evening, having
been returned by the conferon
f- another year.
Services 11:00 a. m. and 7:80 p. m.
League services at 6:30.
Come to the friendly church
R. B. Freeman, Pastor.

...

OCTOBER 9th

we are giving one pair of $3.00 silk hose, black or
brown, to each customer purchasing a skirt.

can't understand

And Adkm might have avoided
me appie altogether if it had been
called the verboten fruit.

HOSE ARE FREE

4
West Dallas widow aava h.
latest proposal she has received was
irom a man Just returned from hi
summer vacation and whs waa an
fering from a blanket shortage.
A

nt

i8t

...1st
...1st

..

'

We are going to offer something interesting
during the fair days.

Rnaf Tt,

1

n

U1,. .1

2. Best Bushel, Standard

I
WeMve a special line of millinery always on

SUDAN GRASS
Best Bushel Seed
BEANS
1. Best Bushel, Pinto
2. Best Bushel, White
3. Best BuHhel, Pink

maize!

lst

...
...
,nd

s

Plant.

1st

nd
2nd

lrt

"

5 years old or over
old nd

J yen
2 years

...let

.

old and under 8 years
years old and over...
years old and under 4 yea'ril
years old and under 8 years
I"
ci"ler ,ex' 8 montn oId B1 under 1 ye'u.

...

...1st
...1st
...1st
...1st
...1st
...1st

"'.

JACKS AND MULES
1. Best Jack, anv ami nr hr,.j
DtSl Mule. 3
yc8r 0,d Bnd
io'r'i
i' uCil mU!' ,2 yrur
0111 Bna unner 2 years
t"
i.
.
.
r.
rvu
Mnl..
R.f n'
l oiui ana under . :
a n
uwi. ivum oi muies,
years old
7. Best Team of Mules, 4 years old

...1st
...1st

1st

VeVrs""""""Iliat

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Cornell's Automobile Paint Shop I

'"lns

f

X

it

year.

..1st
..1st
..1st

..1st
..1st
..1st
1st
..1st

..

"y

1

Wl--

CW' My

18 months old and over

Sm Calf,
2. Best Bull
under 1 year
8. Best Cow, 8 years old and over
year
0,d nd U"d
.2
V aJU:
i" S0

j

1

BEEF
,L-HEREFORDS
'
1. Beat Bull, 18 months old and
over
"
2. Best Bull Calf, under 1 year
8. Best Cow, 8 years old and overl
year" old nd ndr 8"yearsl
k 5
H.eltor' 1 year old nd uno' 2 years
6. Best He fer Calf. nml
-- ij
i

SH0RVSo,RLBU,1

Corner Ilagerman and Oidding

...

3 "years"
5eer'
&.'.-0'd"dnnde'2.yeiru,,uer year old
7. Hrd- -1 vS'.r"1'
Bull, any age; 1 Cow, any age, 1 Calf,
ni idv rim
JERSEYS

LANE & SONS GRAIN COMPAlfT

K.

i

Implements, Coal and Grain
Our Motto:
The Price Is The Thing"
See us before you sell
,

6.
TTTl

?

VV.

LANE, Manager

.1st

W

...1st
...1st

"""""

1st

...1st
...1st

s.

Astsa

2nd

2nd

2nd
2nd

2nd

Best
Bent
3. Best
4. Best
1.
.

a,

CHURCH

aaaiaaaaa., aaaaaa

Sunday school at 9:45, E. W.

Superintendent
Preaching at 11:00 a.
p. m. .

Bow-ye- r,

m. and 7::i0

Morning subject "The
Second
Mile."
Evening subject "Th
the Bible,"
A cordial welcome is given all
and strangers.
Clasps in Sunday School for all
ages. If you have no church home-ithe city, come to us and we wilt
give you one.
W. M. Elliott, Paator.
vis-ito-

anyajre-.l-

st

it

.

?ufnruit

ycVrs""""

11

2nd

:

...
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0. Best Sow Pllf under 6
months old
7. Best Sow and 3 piRs, or over

.

yi-a- r

1st

Znii
2nd
2nd

Tut
i

Jrt

Ill""

1st

J

!"d

a

2nd

i

HI

t 2id

m-t-

2nd

......... .......1st 2nd
2nd
. monins
k
n.. ' .....
R4
'.
over
or
old
",,"reB.0i
2. uZl Sow, any
breed, 8 months old or over
52 IS
."I.
3. Bert Pen of 6 commereW Hogs,
6 months old oi: oVerl.":!
14
,

II

i

.

'

'

Bust Cock
Best Hen
Best Cockerel
4. Beet Pullet
6. Best Pen. 2 Pullets
sad Cockerel....."
RHODE ISLAND REDS
1. Best Cock
2. Best Hen
3. Best Cockerel
4. Boat Pullot
6. Best Pen, 2 Pullets and Cockerel..!
WHITE WYANDOTTES
1. Best Cock
"
8. Best Hon
"
""'
8. Beat Cockerel
""""
4. Best Pullet
8. Best Pen. 2 Pullets
nd"Cocw""a"l'
SILVER LACED WYANDOTTES
1.
2.
3.

.....

1.
2.
8.
4.
6.

uesi cock

.
...".."

...

1st
1st
1st
?"

2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

2nd
2nd

1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

2nd

1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

2nd1

.1st

ANCONAS

2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

1

.....

l.ll.r

2nd

..1st
, .t;

1st

"

2nt

2nd
2nd
2nd

-I

....

2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

!;

ll'
'"v

I-

POLUTRY
2nd WHITE LEGHORNS
1.
2nd
Beet Cock
2. Best Hen
2nd
8.
2nd
Best Cockerel
2nd
4. Best Pullet
. Beat Pen. 2 Pullets'lnd'Cnii.i
2nd
2nd liDnlVU T Bnnn.rfl
'
1. Beat Cock
.
2. Best Hen
2nd
3. Best Cockerel
2nd
4. Best Pullet
6. Best Pen. 2 Pullets
and fWU'l
2nd
BLACK MINORCAS
2nd
1. Best Cock
2nd
2. Best Hen
2nd
"
3. Best Cockerel
2nd
4.
Best
Pu
lot
2nd
6. Best Pen, 2 Pullets
and Cockerel.""'
2nd

2nd
2nd

2m

2nd

.....
..

i

ut

--

2mi
2nd
2mt
2nd
2nd

.....1ST
.

BERKSHIRKS
1. Best Boar, 1 year old
and
"
Ti
2. Bi'st Boar I'iw li' tn io
urn
niuiiLiia
3. Best Boar Plunder
months old
.
4. Btst Sow, 1
old and over
5. Best sow pip, 6 to 12
months oi.i..::::::;
6. Best Sow Piir. under 6 montha nM
7. Best Sow and 3 pig", or over
CHESTER WHITES
1. Best Boar. 1 vear old anrf
over
2. Best Boar Pig 6 to 12 month,
old
3'
"t Boar Pig.under 0 months old
4. Best Sow, 1 year old and over
S. Best Sow Pie.
--1j
v.
t 19
?
Pi5'.un,der 6 n,ontn
Best Sow
8 pigs, or over

"..

i.J v'"

J

5

"l

nik.

--

Best Hon
2nd
Best Cockerel
2nd
Best Pullot
I
O" 1st 2nd
Best Pen. 2 Pullcta and f!nnkoriil
1st 2nd WHITE PLYMOUTH
ROCKS
2nd
"
1. Best Cock
old
under. ytar
i
Ut 2nd
7
2. Best Hon
vow, ,ny 0g, i Calf, anyagclst 2nd
8. Best Cockerel
IIOLSTEINS
4. Best Pullet
1. Best Bull. 18 mnntK. nM
. .
6. Best Pen, 2 Pullots'and'nocknrfTl'
..
v.,, rnyt
2.
..ibi 2nd
v...,
v...,
unurr a year
..1st 2nd HARKED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
3. Best Cow, 3 yours old and overl.I
1
tlnai ''..N
.1st 2nd
4. Beat Iloifcr, 2 yeai j old and
under 8 VeVrs
.1st 2nd
2. Best Hen
II- fllll n II fl Iinflll
V atAM
aroHW tn 'HI. J
-- 1st
2nd
8. Best Cockerel
6.
jiuui;; .ui, uiiiiLT i vear nirt
1st 2nd
4. Beat Pullot
7. Herd- -1 Bull, any age; 1 Cow, any aVoIY
Calfr.nyogerilst 2nd
. Best Pen, 2 Pullets and'cockeroL
1. Best Bull, 18 months old and
over
2. Best Bull Calf, under 1 year
8. Best Cow, 8 years old and over
i" 2"".'
u'fCr i2 year old and undu 3

I

Boar,. 1 year old and over....
Boar Via A to is
-- i.i
Boar Pin nmtni.
tt
.n .
" uiii.iia oia
1
Sow,
year old and over

2nd RWFCPSTiVro

HftRS"

8. Best team of two
9., Best Team of four

BEAD THE NEWS WANT COLUMN FOR BARGAINS

2nd

2nd

1st

nr..;,
TEAMS

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Across from Cramer Mill and Elevators Company
.
i
CM
n a
ylOVlS, N. M. '
4 TiMiiiu "w xuib urana

PRESBYTERIAN

6. Best Sow Pig under 6
months old
7. Best Sow and 3 n ira. or hv.p
DUROC JERSEYS

1.

ANY BREED
1. Best Stallion,
fta ion'
!5 Stallion,
8.
4. Best Mare, 4
5. Best Mare, 8
6. Best Mare, 2

Osborn e

.

1st

2"rd::::i2

Two Whole PlBnt''

SUDAN GRASS
,1. Best Sheaf

r

lm

,t

lt

Plants. Dwarf

1. Beet Ten Ears and Two Whole
Plants

See our "indow of Specials for Saturday and
for
the Fair Week.

2nd
2nd

2nd
2nd

1st
1st

Two Wh0,e Plan

,nd

corn

s

;

inn

f.

--

1. Twelve Best Heads and Two Whole

New patterns each week, sold at the lowest possible cash price.

!

..

1. Twelve Best Heads and Two
Whole

V

J

m

HOGS
POLAND CHINA
1. Best Boar. 1 year old
and over.
2. Best Boar Piir 6 to l! n.nni..
2nd
3. Best Boar Pig.under 6
months old
4. Best Sow, 1 year old
2nd
and over

CULTIVATED GRAIN EXHIBIT

KAFFI- R-

the table, and it is priced to suit our customers.

j

.iu

"s"'

Best Bushel for Mlling Purposes
Spring Wheat
Best Bushel for Milling Purposes
OATS
1. Best Bushel, White . .
2. Best Bushel, Red
KAFFIR CORN
1. Best Bushel, Dwarf
2. Best Bushel, Standard
MAIZE

Don't Forget Look our window of Specials
over on the Hth, 15th and 16th.

i

m

.

Senator Borah's enthuaiaam
the Republican ticket reminda U. SENATOR
'
HARDING IS
timers of the popular outbursts in
FACING PARTY SPLIT
xavor or Alton B. Parker several
ROOSEVELT DECLARES
years ago.
H
.
Henderson. Yv
o
o
It seems to never occur to. th Hardint is farinir a
i
!...
111
B
homeless New Yorkers to move awav tho republican party 'WUB Split
becuuse of his
i nm icw lorn.
failure to state "plainly and
his exact position on the
To register indifference with some
nations,
franklin D. Roosedegree cf perfectness, one must be
velt, democratic vice presidential
in love.
nominee, declared in a series of
speeches in western Kentucky
this
The strongest argument a man ever
week.
makes is when he is trvinir t.i mn.
vince himself that he needs a pleasSubscribe for the News $2.00 year.
ure car in his business.
Phone 97 for your Job Printing.

Winter Wheat.

I

t

THRESHED GRAIN EXHIBIT

WHEAT

&

See or Call me at Elite

V

Premium List for the Curry County Fai

We have a wonderful line of skirts to select
from, and the

Grisamore

Method of my own.

nis nat to the elevator considering
that it is the cheapest riding there is.
.

Miss Ethel Goodman anil Mr
Lewis took a joy ride Runrfav aff..
nron aner Sunday school.
J. R. Johnson mad a hi i at not twin
F
ri - m ..

SPECIAL ON SATURDAY

Teach beginners in 20 lessons.

on

day night

FOE OUR

we

are

why anybody would object to taking

(!....

i

It.

on

2nd

1st
la

2nd
2nd

l8t

1st
1st"
1st
1st
1st

""

"."""""""

I

2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

1st

.1st

'

2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

1st 2nd
1st 2nd
1st 2nd
1st 2nd

-.-

--

2nd

2nd
2nd

....
....

1st
1st
lBt
1st
1st

2nd
2nd

2nd
2nd

2nd

2nd.
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

2nd
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TO MY FRIENDS AND
CUSTOMERS

Here's Roal Service

I am selling all my hats at
off, on account of moving
last of this month. My millinery store
will be moved to the Thomas Studio
building on East Grand Avenue.
Como in and get the benefit of this
sale. Miss Lucy Turner, South Main
Street.
ltc
one-four-

For You,

are to be standardized.
at St Louis was told
that there arc 1,000 bathtub designs
now in use and that the production
was slow as a result.
Bathtubs

A convention

call for arid deliver

AVc

your clothes promptly,

and guarantee satisfaction.

The Japanese Government police
have placed a ban upon labor meetings designed to stir up feelings in
tho California controversy over Japanese immigration,

1

Give us a

.
n

Quick Service Cleaners
'

tute

Successors to Roy Snelling.

I

The liver ia

secondary in

"We Call

importance

For and Deliver

only to the
heart.''
We

cn
msnu
fae-tur-

e

poisons

$237,315,995 CUT IS
MADE IN DEBT OF U. S.
Washingtor October 5. The national debt of the United States was
reduced by $237,315,095 in September, according to figures published
today by the treasury department.
The reduction occurred chiefly in
s
the floating debt, or issued of
of indebtedness.
ccrti-cate-

For the tenth time in a year M. L.
Oransberry has been officially pronounced dead by physicians at Houston, Texas. On several of the former nine "demises" Cranberry revived
just in time to escape burial.

within

WORTH THE COST

"It costs five millions to elect a
President, and r.o money is better
spent," wrote Horace Grecly many
years ago, "for in (hat way once
in four years the whole nation is
made to discuss the same ideas.. We
thus become educated on public is
sues and, though we do not agree
about thCm, we become a unified nation by arguing aver our problems."
The cost of our Presidential elections has multiplied four or five
morning. Judge J. P. Noble pcrform-time- s
since Grecly's day. The money
is still well spent if the campaign
produces discussion and education.

own

our

bodies

which are

V

&

os deadly ns a snake's venom.
The liver acts as a gnp.rd over onr
g,
sifting out the cinders mid
sslies from the geuerul circulation.
A blockade in the Intestines piles
a heavy burden upon the liver. If
the intet tines are choked or clogged
up, the circulation of the blood
becomes poisoned and the system
becomes loaded with tojuc waste,
and we suffer from headache; yellow coated tongue, bad taste in
mouth, nausea, or gas, acid dyspepsia, languor, debility, yellow skin
or eyes. At such times one should
take castor oil or a pleasant laxative. Such a one is made of
leaves of aloe and jalap, put
into ready to use form by Doctor
Pierce, nearly fifty years ago, and
sold for 25 cents by all druggists as

New Location
Grand Avenue'

(jO,

and Mitchell St.

and Mitchell St.

ANNOUNCE THE REMOVAL OF THEIR STORES TO THEIR NEW
HOME, CORNER, GRAND AVENUE AND MITCHELL STREET.

20Q Baskets Michigan Concord Grapes on
sale Saturday at per basket . . . .

.

Qfr

FOR YOUR SUNDAY DINNER
VEGETABLES
'

CRANBERRIES

GRAPE FRUIT
GREEN PEPPERS
RADISHES
GREEN ONIONS
TURNIPS
CELERY
LETTUCE

.

.

so organ
Phone 450

, AUStjll

FRUITS

- .- 1 . .
.1.
t
conwa
nrosm,
inngne, ona
in the mouiu, luuguor and debility,
are usually
signs that
the liver it
out of order.
Paor. Him
metis sayst

11
una

V

j,

CrandAvenue

trial our work will please you

A Coated Tongue?
What it Means

'

New Location'

COCOANUTS

PLUMS
BANANAS

.

.

ORANGES
LEMONS

GRAPES
PEACHES
PEARS
APPLES

TOMATOES

"

i

x

SWEET SPUDS
OKRA

xrell-bein-

BOTH STORES OPEN FOR BUSINESS SATURDAY, OCTOBER 9th.
SOUVENIRS FOR ALL LADIES AND CHILDREN. SEE LARGE HAND
BILL FOR PRICES IN EFFECT UNTIL OCTOBER 12th.
V

A. B. Austin &
(Incorporated)
"THE PRICE IS THE THING"

May-appl- e,

The American speed 'record of a
On the same day that he was naval destroyer was made by the
awarded the Croix do Guerre for Sattcrlee in a standardization trial
bravery in the war, Frederick Chester over a m tn.su red course off RockLadd, former captain of American land, Maine. She made a mile at the
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
Marines, died in Switzerland.
rate of 38.26 knots an hour.
--

CLi.

--

Three Telephones
43-49--

52

grand ave.
'

and

Three Telephones

mitihell st.

clovis,n.m.

43-49--

52

J

ID)

,

H

(?H(n)S
We will hold a special introcuctory sale at the opening of
our new shop in thejbuilding recently vacated by A, B. Austin &

Saturday Oily
We will offer all millinery, Corsets and Blouses at

Mf

PRICE

Don't miss this wonderful opportunity

We have bought oiit the Beauty Parlors opperated by the
City Barber Shop, and have moved them to our new shop Mrs.
Hays will continue with us as operator.

f
fi-

z

t

-

(I

t

1

)'

VsU

Mint
Miss Daisy Rainbolt

HEALH

CRUSADESTARTED

Co., north Main Street, on

-

teopath can practice in uny state in paths. Osteopathy ii necessarily based
the Union now without being legally upon anatomy, physiology, chemistry
registered by (ho state.
and the other fundamental science
Educationcl standards in ost?.ipn- - underlying all teachings of the art of
thic colleges have been raised to the healing. These sciences all existed
of medical standards and are en within the medical fold before osteolevel
EtUbluhcd
Fra Public Clinic Bing
most rigidly. There are only pathy was born.
forced
e
in Msny Citta for th OiUopa-thiosteopathic
colleges in the
seven
While it is truo, that nothing which
Poor.
of
the
Treatment
world, and they are all members of has been proven to-- be scientifically .
crusado for better the Associated Colleges of Osteopa- correct is denied in the tenets of oste
A country-wid- e
started by the thy. This organization compels abso- opathy it is also true that the mechanbeen
just
has
henlth
Association. lute uniformity of cntranco require- ical adjustment of the body is such a
American Osteopathic
estab- ments and a minimum curriculum of natural procedure' and brings about
being
are
clinics
public
Free
lished In cities in all the states for the tudy hours and subjects equal to such remarkable results, that the ososteopathic treatment of the poor. that of medical schools. The length teopath hus no need for the adr.Jnis-tratio- n
of drugs internally for tho
Free lectures on the prevention 01 of the course of study in osteopathic
'
disease are bcinir given in various colleges is four years and no person treatment of disease,
community centers. "Better Babies" can enter without a high school edu
Potter's Materia Medica says that
conferences are being held oy me cation. These colleges are located in there is no statement more scientificwomen osteopathic physicians for the Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Kan- ally proven than the one that tho husas City, Det Moines, Kirksvllle, Mo., man body contains within Itself every
benefit of mothers and infants.
substance necessary for the trcatmont
hosnitals hava been and Los Angeles,
rWnrmnHiie
Large general 'surgical and obstet of disease. With such an admission by
KniH In several cities recently and a
number' of others are projected for rical hospitals aro maintained in con an authority on drugs, the osteopath
has no need to look elsewhere for hia
junction with osteopathic colleges.
the immediate future.
remedies. Tho next proposition is how
a
colleges
report
Osteopathic
are
colleges
chartered
osteopathic
The
authorized to make theso substances availnble.
argo Increase in tho number of ma educational institutions,
degreos.
They Science teaches that the bodv ia tha
confer
by
to
the
states
or
lacumcs,
enlargmcnt
triculants,
not
purpose
en
conducted
for the
of most perfect machino known. Hence
are
still hieher standard ot
nnrl
osteopathy concludes that a nerfoct
entirely
educaprofit,
the
requirement
from
but
curriculum
and
trance
machine
with all the substances necesstandpoint.
lactional
Great industrial plants, mttis,
(
Osteopathy, then, Is a school of sary prosent, needs only perfect adtogen and lanre commercial houses
justment In order to maintain perfect
are installing osteopathic departments practice, the basic principals of which
which is health, t
for the purpose of keeping tneir is the mechanical adjustment of the functioning
(Advertisement)
workers fit. decreasing absence due body. This is so simple that it is difto sickness and increasing the output ficult to see why there should be any
by raising the physical efficiency. misunderstanding regarding it. Osteo
The world's largest crane is in the
Several railroad companies have al- paths aro mechanical physicians of Philadelphia Navy Yard. It can lift
so' added losteooathlc specialists to the human body. As the spine is the a load of 8G0 tons.
their staff of physicians who restore central support of the structure of
Injured employees to active service. the body and as it contains the spinal
A college professor was refused tho
Accident Insurance companies nave cord which is the main cable of hand in marriage of a Chicago girl
discovered tha,t Injured men whom norves extending from the brain because the father declared this
was
thev care for under the Workmen's through the whole length of tho trunk the age of industry, not of
ia
necesof
spine
lia
employer's
the
adjustment
the
and
Compensation Act
and that ha wanted his daughter to
bility contracts are m many cases re- sarily the most important part of the marry someono who could provide
he
turned to wasro earning vory much work of tho osteopath. Surgery being with motor cars, theatre and other
is
of
embraced
course
treatment
mechanical,
sooner under osteopathic
luxuries.
than heretofore. This has resulted in within the scope of osteopathy al
a number of the greatest insurance" though body adjustments by tho
The followers of Mohamet believe
companies Installing osteopathic spe hands of the osteopath saves tho pa- that on tho last day nil artists and
cialists in their oflccs in various cities tient from a very large percentage of sculptors will be called upon to give
avoidable operations.
to care for these cases.
souls to the bodies they have painted
Nothing which is scicnlificully truo or modulcd. If they
Laws regulating the practice of osfail they will
teopathy huv now been passed In ev- regarding the human body as taught Ruffcr for trying imitate tho Creator.
ery state in tho Union. This means by the older schools of practice is deArctic explorers report that the
that osteopathy is now standardised nied in thd teachings of osteopathy.
and regulated by law In a manner Osteopathy is not a system of ncga- - outcroppings of coal and vast
of pent have been found on the
analagous to that by which the prac- tloni of attack or criticism of other
tice of medicino Is controlled. Un- schools of practice. It is not destruc- 'northern shores of land nearest to
and illegal tive. It Is constructive. There are tha Polo.
qualified, incompetent
i
practitioners of osteopathy are there- plenty of sects and cults based pri
Recent examinations for, permafore mr barred from practice by law marily upon denial or denunciation of
and the public is just as well protect- others. Osteopathy is not of these. nent commissions in the army foiled
ed from injury by unqualified osteo- There is no instrument of precision to fill up the required quota by more
paths as It ia saved from harm by un- used In dinemosis in tho old schools, than 200. Another examination will
,
registered medical doc'.ors. No os .which is not utilir.cd by the osteo be heM.
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METHfifilST

W LIAM

Rev.

EEL SUNSHINE

TWO

.
COMEDY

ESSEX BEATS

yvJ

I

v-JlL-

SATURDAY NIGHT
OCTOBER 9th

.

Priees 15c & 30c plus tax

TRY TO GET IN

LOCAL MENTION

For indigestion, liver trouble and
inactive kidneys, try Chiropractic,
113U. S. Main St. Dr. Warriner. 72c

II. Miller returned last
week from California where she has
Otto Forbes of Haynes, N. M., ii been visiting relatives.
viaitirlg relatives hero this week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. i. nnvers will
100 acres of crop for tale, 10 miles leave during this month to visit rel
north of Clovis. Cash or credit. C. atives in Ohio.
W. Harrison.
Col. W. L. Williams, auctioneer of
100 acres of crop for tale, 10 miles Hereford, was. in Clovis Monday. He
north of Clovis, Cash or credit. C. assisted Erie E. Forbes In the Dorris
land sale held south of town.
W. Harrison.
Mrs.

T

Tony Chiaum Beats Time of Santa
Fa Passenger From Amarillo To
Belen by Two Hours

I

Ll!TILJ LMJ

Shows 6:45, 8:15, 10:30

Don't forget to make your appointments with us early.
We have a large supply of kodaks
and fresh films, and one of the best
equipped finishing departments in the
state.

Thurston.

Albuquerquo District Rev. J. C.
Jones, presiding elder; Bellview Circuit to bcpupliod; Grady Circuit, Rev.
R. A. Crawford; Melrose Circuit, Rev.
J. Brown.
Rev. J. T. Redmon, former pastor
of the Methodist Church here, has
been returned to Santa Rita, N. M.
Rev.j W. A., Belcher,', who was for the
past year in charge of Clovis Circuit,
goes as pastor at Sanderson and Mar
athon, Texas. Rev. J. N. Messer,
former pastor at Clovis, will be pre
siding elder of the Clayton district

Yea cab always sea a .gee skew at
tka Lyceum ea Saturday night.. Peo.
It is lwi, people ta other towns
and peeplo Iron In coaatry knew
this. Maybe Ibat'a the raaiaa It'
Kara to gat a Mat. Bat after you get
year seat yea always find that tka
how's worth waiting for.

no

Of course you are going to attend the
county fair. This will be the time to
have those portraits made you have
been intending to have them taken for a
long time. What about some group
pictures, also? And pictures of your
exhibits, etc.

Texico-Farwel-

L.

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOON

i

At Fair Time

R. B. Freeman was Returned
to Clovia to Ba Pattor For

The New Mexico Annual Conference for the Methodist Chureh South,
completed its session at Las Crucus
Monday. Following are some of the
pastoral appointments which are of
particular interest to the people of
this section.
Roswell district Rev. J. B. Coch
ran, presiding elder; Clovis, Rev. R.
Freeman; Clovis Circuit, Rev. C.
l,
Rev. L.
H. Holifield;

wag nanan
An Action Story

HFEfifliCE

the Coming Year

FARMJM

7. 1920,

V.

G. I. Harvison, of Albuquerque
Mrs. P, M. Ruleau, field represenRed Cross, representative of the Federal Board
spent several days in Clovis this week. of Vocational Education, spent Mon
day in CI avis.
Numerous complaints have been
Mrs. J. W. Cawthon very delightregistered that small boys have been
stealing milk from the front porches fully entertained for her daughter,
of residences over the city. Citixen Pauline, with a birthday party on her
have declined to prosecute on account 0th birthday) at her home on North
of the depredations being done by Pile Street, last Thursday afternoon.
young boys, but It stands ta reason Those enjoying the hospitality of Mrs.
that their patience will toon be taxed Cawthon were: Mymlce and Dorthca
Bradley, Mildred and Jeane Scott,
to the limit.
Pauline and Helen Hockenbull, Naomi Tinsley, Mary McLaughlin, Evelyn Bowyor and Madge Story. DainRagalar Meeting
ty refreshment were served and
CLOVIS COMMANDERY
favors were given.
Will be held at Masonic Hall
The member of the Church of
Second and Fourth Friday
4 God have sold their lot af the corner
nights of each month.
of Monroe and Connelly Streets to
at SiOO O'clock.
These
the Apostolic denomination.
All Sir Knights residing In
people have moved the Church of
this jurisdiction are Invited.
Christ building from North Connelly
R. J. Neal, Recorder.
Street to this location and will use it
aa a place of worship.

tative of the American

Another road record was set Wed
nesday when a motor car traveling
over the Abo Pass Highway from
Amarillo to Belen beat the time of
No. 21, the fastest Santa Fe passenger train between these two points,
by more than two and a half hours.
Driving car No. 5 of the trans
continental Essex mail cars that .established a record in a dash from New
York to Son Francisco, Tony Chiaum
and Lewis arrived in Clovis on the
first lap of the race with the Santa
Fe Limited from Amarillo to Belen
The car left Amarillo with the
train at 5:25, and after delays of 12
minutes in Hereford) and five min
utes near Clovis on account of freight
trains, arrived here at 7 :62. The car
stopped here four minutes for gas,
oil and water, leaving at 7:57, an
minutes ahead
hour and thirty-thre- e
of the train.
The actual driving time was eight
hours and fifteen minutes, and with
an hour's delay for gas, etc., along
the way, the car arrived at Belen
at 2:40. The train is due at Belen
at 6:30.
BUSINESS FIRMS
CHANGING LOCATIONS

MORE

As an evidence of the progress that
made in Clovis, it is well
worth while to noU the number of
business firms that are moving into
new quarters, and the contemplated
move that wi be made by the first
of the year.
A, B. Austin & Co. has moved into
their new building on West Grand
Avenue, and the Little Smart Shop is
moving into the building that thah
The Clovis
firm has jus!) vacated.
Bulck Co. will move into one of the
new buildings going up on north Main
Street, and their present location
will bo occupied by Johnson ft Sull-vaWhen this move is made the
e
Hardware Company will use the adjoining building
to enlarge its quarters.
The building vacated recently by
the Lyceum Theatre will be occupied by W. I. Luikart A Co., and
Mandcll Clothing and Dry Goods Co.
will occupy the now J. C. McClelland
building when completed.
is being

n.

THE ROBINSON ART SHOP
"The Photographer
118

East Monroe Avenue

-
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Registered
FOR SALE
Chester
White pigs or shoats, weight about
100 pounds. W. H. Musick and Sons,
Friona, Texas.

ADS

out.

AGQOfiitooQfiTiQH Than.

tvr CbnPS rv tion That

W& Solicit
THAT
Your, Tgst

x$7$,

Accommodation
KEMP LUMBER CO.
The Yard That Saves and Satisfies

of the Baldwin line. Before buying
get terms and prices, if in the market
for a real musical instrument G.
C.
Falkner, Factory representative.

FOR SALE
modern
620 North Axtell St, pebble-dashe- SEE Mrs. Roy Suman, 320 North
shade trees, sidewalks, chickConnelly, for covered buttons, 25c
en and coal house, garage. M. W. per dozen. Special attntion to mail
FOR SALE One tractor gang plow
Page, owner.
orders.
with six discs, cheap. D. E. Garri
son, 119 North Lane, Clovis.
I have on display at the Nunn Elec- FOR RENT One nice sleeping room.
tric Co., pianos and player pianos
321 N. Connelly. '
FOR SALE Remington typewriter,
No 11. At Favorite Mattress Co.,
corner Hagerman and Pile.
ltp
bun-gulo-

FOR RENT Southeast bed room,
120 North Wallace.
3tc

Cameo brooch on streets of
Finder
Clovis Sunday afternoon.
please return to News office,
ltp
LOST

WANTED

d,

TRj

ill

I

Men wanted by day or

contract to head maize and kaffir
Engrain, Rte. 2, Texico, N. M.

I

"T7iTl"T

tp

I do all kinds of dressmaking
Mrs.
W. C. Long, 120 North Morri- -

wether.

tp

FOR SALE Lot 4, Blk. 65, Lot 2,
Apply to
Blk. 73, Old Townsite.
Owner. A. H. Clinton, 1255 Lincoln
St, Denver, Colo.
U

WANTED Position as housekeeper
in widower's or bachelor's home by
refined widow. Address Mrs. "R" in
care of this paper.
tp

You Will fNO US
To Go TtiKTHEfe In

Phone 145

Roberts-Dearborn-

SSSST

KB

in Your Town?

BOB PUTNEY COMING

Tucsduy, between H. T. Williams' farm and Clovis. one brace
Hon. R. L. Putney of Albuquerque
and roll of bits and cold chisel. Find
will bo in Clovis October ICth with
er please notify H. G. Williams, Clo
and
address
will
the
Ju1ko Hanna
ltp
vis. Reward.
voters here in the interest of the state
Democratic ticket. Mr. Putney knows OLD MATTRESSES made new and
sanitary.
New Mexico politics like a book and
New ones mado to or
Call for
talks straight from the shoulder. He der. All work guaranteed.
will have something interesting to and deliver same day. Mr. Farmer,
say to the voters.
bring in your old ones. We make
them while you wait You can take
High pric) second hand piano for them back with you. Factory comer
sale cheap. Croft Music Co.
Hagerman and Pile Streets. Favorite
ltp
Mattress Co.
CANDIDATE BUSY
FOR SALE! Nine room apartment
Harry L. Patton, Clovis' candidate house, modern, specially arranged for
for Judgo of the Supreme Court, Is two families, plastered, shade trees,
certainly making an active canvass hot and cold water in each kitchen,
for the position he is seeking.. Mr. 200 S. Mcrriwethor St M. W. Poge,
Patton has hardly taken time to come owner.
home since the campaign started.
FOR SALE BARGAINS
Rooming nouse..$4600
plastered house & shed S00
- room plastered house & shed
R00
1,000
3 east front lots close in
8 southwest front lots close in, 1,250
Terms.
Other bargains.
'
J. S. FITZHUGIT,
Office 110 N. Mala St Office
8
phone 44 ; res. phonelS.
m

THEY'RE ALL BUSY

23-

Farmers will be on the jump during
the next two weeks. There is an
' enormous feed crop
in Curry County
and the problem now Is to save it
.before frost comet. The feed crop
will be even larger this year than
was

last

is now offered music lovers. Play any record you mny select on any
phonograph and then play it on the

Start

LOST

fc

it

A New Delight

- room

PHONOGRAPH

The violinist or the pianist can only express the perfection of '
his art on the finest instrument. And it is just as true that the full
beauty of a record can only be brought out by the finest phonograph.
Silver Grain Spruce the wood of the fameus Stradivarius and
Cremona violins is the wood of the STARR singing throat.
THE STARR BETTERS ALL RECORDS

t

Hearing is belioving. Come here to Lear the STARR play any
record, as well as the incomparable Gennctt Record. New list just
out. Here are a few:. "Oh, By Jingo," "Dardanella," "La Veeda,"
"I'd Love to Fall Asleep," "Silver Moon," (yodling) "How We
.
Laugh," (laughing song).

Groft Music
Phone 148

.

Go- 119 East Monroe Ava.
,.'

EVERYTHING MUSICAL

Piano Players, Phonographs, Records, Player Rolls, Sheet Music,

and all kinds of musiicol instruments, etc.
FREE MUSIC LESSONS to every purchaser of a new piano. '
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE
Week. Easy Terms.

on Phonographs during Fal
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Give us a Trial

The Best Bread on the Market.

t

I

If it Has Flour in it,

Take Home a Loaf of

Tomorrow May Never Come

Home Bakery Bread

I Attention to Party

J

we make it.

I We Give Especial f

,H,ii

.11.

OMEB AIGilRY

t Orders and Guaran- -

?

CHURCH OF CHRIST
Mrs. J. P. Swain, who has been
visiting her folks in Hollis. Okla.,
The old building it sold and has
returned home one day this week.
PLEASANT HILL ITEMS
been moved away. Work began MonThe farmers are very busy cutting
day morning on our new building.
feed, for Jack Frost Is near at band.
Arrangements have been made for
Several from this neighborhood atOur B. Y. P. U. was well attended
last with visitors Sunday night. Come, us to meet at the court house until
tended the fair in Plainview
the new building is ready.
week, also several attended the fair we welcome you.'
a. m.; Bible study at 10:00 a. m. and
in Portnles.
Mr. Fowl from Denver, talo., is communion at 11:00 a. m
We hope
MiM Minnie Apnea Wilson from visiting his
cousin, Mr. Kirk Billings- We begin our song service at 9:4."i
I'lttinvirw was visitintr here aming! ly.
the interest and attendance will conShe
some of her friends Saturday,
Mrs. C'olwell and Mr. and tinue to improve as it has in the past.
Mr.
and
returned Sunday morning.
Mrs. Cone attended the bst part of
Let everyone work and the time
The boys' first team of basket ball the fair at Plainview, Texas, last
will not seem long until we have a
went lo Uanehvale Saturday and! week.
nice new church house.
came back victorious, the score being
Bro. Frank Pruitt of Alnmagordo,
School is progressing, the faculty
41 to 10.
M., was with us Sunday morning.
X.
pupns
mc
ana
wnn
an
Mlwes Faye and Marie Clark left is interested
The ladies met for Bible study
doing good work.
are
Tuesday for Tulia, Texas. We first
Mickey Wednesday even
Mr. Del.osiier and family and Mr. with Mrs.
understood that they were RoinR to
ing. These lessons are very inter
spent
family
part
Page
the
and
latter
school there, but a little bird said
esting and instructive.
they were back here at school Thurs- of the week at Plainview, Texas, nt- Reporters.
Come visit with us.
tending
the
fair.
day..
Rev. Cameron preaches every first
Mrs. MBry Martin and her son
Classified ads get results.
have been visiting her parenls, Mr. and third Sunday in each month.
and Mrs. J. H. Kays, here this week. Come, one and all are invited to hear
A few ut the hifch school students him. '
Sunday school every Sunday at
with their superintendent, Mr. Mar
shall, went to Clovis Tuesday in the 10:00 a. m,
They visited Clovis
school truck.
Mrs. McMaster who has been vis
hiph school while there.
iting her brother, Mr. G. W. Hyde,
Mr. and Mrs. Trigg Lawson and has returned to her home in Coffey- family from Clovis visited Mr. and villc, Kans.
MUTT & JEFF,
Mrs. Gifford Thornton last Sunday
afternoon.
NOTICE
Miss Erma Karns left Sunday for
her school west of Fields, where she
The public is hereby notified that
will teach this coming winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Cone were visitors E. W. Reagan and W. H. Doughton
Land Co.,
n
at Mr. and Mm. M. A. Colwcll's Sun- of the
have dissolved partnership and W. H.
day afternoon.
Grandma Thornton, who has been Doughton and C. F. Doughton have
visiting her daughter in Colorado formed a partnership and will con
duct a general real estate business
Springs, returned Sunday.
Miss M. A. Wilson and Mr. Harry in the west rooms of the old Reagan- Hungate went to the show in Clovis Doughton Land Office, at the rear
of the First National Bank.
Saturday night.
.

tee Satisfactory
Service.

"We Sieve Our Flour"
208 West Grand Avenue
PHONE 288

Alaska with its enormous resources
of mineral and great fisheries would
produce aa hardy and vigorous a race
as any part of America.

Get the Money

t

If you expect to make

farm loan this year,
hcttcr get the money now, as no one knows what
conditions will he later. We can use a few good
loans on improved land. List your farms and city
property with us if yo ir.vaut to sell it.

it
!

Peter Vidovich, registered 'as
charity guest at the New York mu- nieipnl lodging house, died rn a
pauper's cot. Then it was discovered
ho owned Liberty Bonds, jewelry, money and mining claims totaling $12.r),000.

n

t
J

Union Mortgage Co.

that
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Reagan-Doughto-
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on automobile tires, is itself a certification of the very utmost in tire

I'll

Let US SelluoiV
ew Watch.

rix up uour
old watch

is out of order, bring it in and
our expert repair man will tell you if it is worth fixing. You can rely upon his judgment.
Our new watches are works of art. We have
many styles and makes at prices that will please you.
Our guarantee goes with each watch we sell,
and we stand back of that guarantee.
We have a complete line of wrist watches far
ladies and gentlemen.

If your old watch

OUR WORD IS OUR BOND

t
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Name and Brand to Trust
THE NAME of Goodrich, branded
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satisfaction.
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THE NEWS FOR ALL THE NEWS only $2.00 Per Year

Theodore Roosevelt once predicted

that Alaska would, within a century,
support as large a population as the
entire Scandinavian Peninsula, that

' The edict of banishment against
the Bragnnzn family isued by Brazil
has been removed. This will result in
the removal of the remains of Don
Pedro, Second, last cmporor of Brazil, and his queen, from Lisbon, Portugal, to Rio do Janeiro.

J

Stamped upon millions of tires, it
has stood and' today stands respon- -'
sible for their superior quality and
service.
8000 Miles for Silvertown Cords,
6000 Miles for Fabric Tires, is an
adjustment basis maintained only
by virtue of persistent high quality
reflected in the big mileage which

Goodrich Tires deliver.

Goodrich Tires
Best in the Long Run "

cAjjUstment Hash: Silvertown Cords, 8000 Miles
Fabric Tires, 6000 Milc
'

Denhof Jewelry Co.

Sold and Recomended by

JEWELERS AND OPTOMETERISTS
A. T & S. F. WATCH INSPECTORS

CLOVIS FILLING STATION
CLOVIS AUTO COMPANY

THE CLOVIS NEW3THUR3DAY,

OCTOBER 7, 1920.

Mr. Dorria sold his place Monday
to a Mr. Poster of Farwell, Texas.
Miss Nova Wilson spent Friday
night and Saturday with friends In
Clovis.

,

fll!
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BELLVIEW SCHOOL NOTES

pleases any man to

ITknow

that the shoe
he is wearing has the
approval of men every
where; that it has national prestige; that, at
home or on his travels,
he can always be glad to
have it known that he
wears The Florsheim
Shoe. Few shoes are

One month of school Is gone and
everyone is headed J'or the goal.
School was interrupted by the com
munity fair but it is now in working
order. The attendance for the high
school last month was almost 100
per cent.
Miss Kendall came out from Clovis
Thursday of last week. She gave
the pupils book satchells.
Mr. and Mrs. Weaver were visitors
Monday. We would like to have more
of the parents visit the school.
so gratifying to
A meeting was held last Friday
night in the High School Auditorium
wearer; none more so,
for the purpose of deciding whether
at any price
Bellview would be represented at the
County Fair. There wll be another
meeting Saturday night, Oct. 9, to
All
make the final arrangements.
are invited to attend. Let's make
this a real live meeting.
The High School has organized a
Officers
Dramatic
chosen
club.
I
were president, LorisFord; vice pes-iden-t,
Frank Foster; secretary, Agnes
Osborne. The committee on drafting
the constitution and
is Doc
Miller, Virginia Moore, and Tama
Harris. The program committee is
Liillan Miller, Blanche Trowcr and
Agnes Osborne. The purpose of the
club is to cultivate better acting, debating and speaking.
The Bellview basketball team went
down and played their first game of
the season with Hollene. The boys'
game was, a close match from the
first The score was 7 to 8 In favor
of Bellview. The score for the girl's
game was 19 to 6 in favor of BellWilson home Suturday night and Sun view.
To bo on the team each boy
'
day.
and girl is required to make a passPOINT ENTERPRISE
Aims
lima lolling or Uratfy ib ing grade in three subjects and 90 in
pending this week in the Wilson deportment.
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Meadar spent Sun Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Little Oraco Ronton, the lix month,
old buby of Mr. and Mm. Raston of; day in Clovis with Claudia and Nora by local application, ai they cannot much
the
portion o( tlie ear. There ii
only one way to cure intnrrhn!
Mckoso, died of Mcnintrltig in the Meador.
afni.
nod that la by a conailtulional remedy.
Guthrie home Sunday. Tho remuim
Mr. Less Hinman has sold his place Catarrhal beafneaa la tumid by an
condition of tlir muuoua lining of
were laid to rest In tho Clovis ceme- to Mr. Black.
In Uuatuchtan Tube.
When tbla tube la
Imlnmrd you ha'e a rumbling aound or Imtery Mondny of this week.
Mrs. Jones, who has been visiting perfect hearing, and when It la entirely
Uvnfmaa la the remit. I'nleea the
Mr. Jam-- i and fumily of Sherman, her son, Mr. Tom Jones, left this cloivd.
Inntunmallon can be reduced and thla tuba
to lie normal condition, inuring
Texn, have moved on the place week for her homo near Tahoka, win be aVatrnyed
forever.
Many raais of
where Mr. Hiichtowcr lived. Mr. Texas.
deafmaa ara coined by caiarrh, which Is
an Inflamed condition of the mucoua surJone bouirht Mr. IliKhtower's crop.
Mrs. Joe McGregor and baby, Vir-- . face. Hall' i.'aiarrh Medicine acta thru
the blood on the mucous surface of th
Mr. W. G. Collins and fumily who Rinia, and Mrs. B. L. Hughes of Clo
ara'em.
Dollars for
moved junt recently from Crowell, vis, spent Tuesday In the Si ruble anyHecaawillof gWe On Hundred
bearnet that cannot
be cured by Hall'a ratarrh Mfdlotnt. CirTexna, to Grady, were visitors in the home.
cular free. All lruglt. Tic.
r. J. CHKNKY
CO. Tnlerln ft
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We have just unloaded a car of SUPERIOR GRAIN DRILLS
in all sizes which we will sell at a discount as long as they last.
Row binders must sell at some price. Come and make us an offer.
Good discount on Clark Cutaway harrows the best harrows on
earth. The only harrow that will do satisfactory work in stubble
or hard land.

Prices $10 to $18

'

A. Wiedmann
Shoe Store
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A Few Things We Have Learned

About The Grain Business
That the market has no hoi torn.
That the Bulls have all jumped out of the pasture.
That we are the worst market guessers in New Mexico.
We have a little money left, but nothing to brag about. See
us before you sell your grain.
YOUR FRIENDS

Lane & Sons Grain Co.
r- -

.

S. W. LANE, Manager.

al

SEE US FOR

is with you again!
The famous friend of old
-- made by
the original
process in conformity

ABSTRACTS
I

REAL ESTATE

'atl

vith present regulations
Known everywhere -- Buy it

by ihe case for your Lome.
ViWfor. cordially iiwitad to inapecf

wvAt

FIRE INSURANCE

'

SAFEST,

SUREST,

our plant.
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alter Bros. Agency, lac.
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Company

Joyce-Pru- it
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N.M.
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Many Vititon Pleated With Room
Decorations and Progreu
of Club Work.
A splendid community fair was
held in the Ranchvale district Friday
and a large crowd of visitors from
the surrounding districts and from
Clovis were present.
Profesor Freeman, of the IUnch-viil- e
school, gave the welcome
and C. W. Harrison of Clovis
gave the response. Other speakers on
the pr.igrnm wero Alex Shipley,
Connty Superintendent J. M. Bickley,
Dr. C. L. McClellan, E, Peterson and
Mrs. Edna Hume Durand.
The room decorations were especi-nll- y
nice, and showed that the school
children had spent a great deal of
'time in preparation for the fair.
The club exhibits were displayed
in orderly style, and the club mem
bers were complimented on their
progress in their work, this year. .
The day's program was concluded
basketball game between
with
Ranchvale and Pleasant Hill, and the
visitors wan by a score of 41 to 10.
First prize in the school room decorations went to the seventh and
eighth grade room. In the club work
the following prizes were awarded:
Calf Club
First prize, Weda Byers; second
prize, Ansa Groves; third prize, Fern
Evans.
Pig Club Male Class
First prize, Homer Brunk; second
prize, Orville Tate.
Sow and Litter Class
First prize, Lawrence Tate.
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A Sensible Clothes Investment
In every community you find men who lead in Style. They look smarter, better dressed. They demand the utmost in clothes, But they makq the most of their clothing investment by buying garments that are well tailored from perfect fabrie.

Kuppenheimer Clothes
Have struck a responsive chord in every man who admires really good clothes.
We have them in a number of new styles and patterns.
They are smartly made and moderately priced.

Suits from $30 to $80
Men's Nifty Fall Hats
You men who are looking for something swell in the line of a hat will do well to give
these new styles the once over. All styles colors and sizes.

WHEAT MARKET OFFj
LITTLE BEING SOLD

'

Price $6.50 to $15

The wheat market is anything but
satisfactory now. Tho prevailing
price in Clovis. this week has been
around $1.70, however, 'the farmers
are bringing very little to town. The
tendency seems to be to hold for a
higher market. At the beginning of
the season wheat sold as high as
$2.50, however, the prevailing price
has been around $2.20 before the
break in the market some ten days

'

l

Men's Nobby Fall Ties
All possess that quality look which bespeaks the better things of life. They're Well
bred, well made, and have the knack of knotting nattily without a bulge or a wrinkle.

ngo.

Hundreds of patterns and colors to pick from.
SURPRISE PARTY

Priced $1 to $4.50

Tuesday evening a surprise line
party was given complimenting Miss
Ruth Cook, whs is home from Gregg
Commercial College, Chicago, for a
two week's visit, and Miss Grace
Refreshments were served
Wicks.
After
at the Elite Confectionery.
the show, the young folks returned to
the homo of Miss Cook, where home
made candy was served and the remainder of the evening spent in interesting games. Those present were;
Misses Ruth and Nellye Cook, Ruby
and Grace Wicks, Gertrude Hocken-hul- l,
Mildred Jump and Wilkinson,
and Messrs. Sam Goodson, fcolon
Foreman, Jean Powers, Muin Croft.
Wendell Foreman, Ernest McPanicIs,
and Gordon Wicks.

Made of Madras, Percales, and other serviceable materials
Attached collar or neck band styles.

in beautiful patterns

We've just opened up the newest ones out and let me say,
of course, and boast
they're certainly beauties. They're
some very clever new color combinations that will "stand but"
on the school ground.
all-woo-

r

Priced $6.50 to $12.50

School Clothes for the Boy
Sturdy School Suits
We're showing a wonderful selection of good school suits,
nicely tailored, of sturdy fabric, in the latest style and colors.

Priced $8.50 to $25.00

CLOVIS CLUB MEMBERS
SELECT NEW OFFICCERS
At a meeting of the Clovis Federation of Women's Clubs, held in the
Lyceum Theatre Monday afternoon,
the following officers were selected
to fill vacancies caused by resignations: Mrs. Cassel, President, Mrs.
Mrs.
Cornell, first vice president;
Ramey, secretary.
The executive board is to take up
the pure iaod work for the rest of the
year, ancTThis body will probably visit all the food stores in Clovis within
a short time.
The Federation will also urge the
cleaning up of all alleys, and the cutting of weeds, in an effort to improve
sanitary conditions and make the city
more beautiful.
JACOB W. JONES

DIES

Funeral services of Jacob ,W.
Jones, son of Mrs. Eddio White, were
Tire
conducted in Clovis Tuesday.
young mad was born in Portales, September 6, 1902, and died in Yeso,
October 2. The deceased is survived
by sister, Mrs. J. E. Wright, of Ros-welL two brothers, C. C, Jones of
Oklahoma City and A. A. Jones of
Koswell, and father and mother, Mr.
and Mrs. Eddio White, of Clovis.

$1.25 to $3.50

l,

styles seem to be the favorite this fall Our models
have trim shaped waist, snug fitting cuffs, and large roll collars.
Slip-ove-

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL
GAME HERE TOMORROW
The gridiron eleven from Hereford
high school will clash with the Clovis
high school team on the local grounds
tomorrow, Friday, afternoon at 3:00
Tnis b the second game
o'clock..
of the season and is expected to be a
good one.
The locals received a good drubbing last Thursday at the hands of
the Portales eleven, the final score,
being 19 to 0. At the end of the
first half the score was 0 to 0, but
the visitors surpassed in weight and
experience, and scored easily in the
last half.

Blouses and Shirts

The Sweaters that the
School Boys Wear

Corduroy Suits
For real hard cervice, Corduroy is unexcelled. We have
suits made of extra quality corduroy in styles that all real boys
like.

.

$12.00 to $15.00

,;Hats and Caps
rv . Styles just like big brother's or Dad's new patterns and
colors. We are featuring the cloth hat for school wear.

$1.00 to $3.25

Good School Shoes
They must be properly shod, for they cannot do good school
shoes, and their
work unless they wear comfortable,
shoes must be made of long wearing materials to stand hard
knocks and scuffs
well-fittin- g

We are specialists on children's shoes.
Our children's shoes are orthopedically correct, comfortable,
and will give unusual service.

Fashionable Fall Footwear
themselves in the widest assortments, of many years, our boot
shop presents superb Autumn stocks.
Women's low heel shoes for walking, brown and black kid
shoes, high Lois heel for dress wear, have a snap and go never
1h Alt A MM m MAM
ma
B6CU 111 U1CBO BUUCO.

Priced $10.00 to $20.00

